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NOW

OPINION

WORLD NI-WS

Columnist Jud Laipply has found
a leader to look up to in U.
president Sidney Ribeau.

Weather Today:
partly sunny
High 57. Low 35

SPORTS
Freshman Jill
Conover is having
early success for the
women's soccer
team.

Scientists are researching the
possibilities of life on Europa.
Jupitor's fourth largest moon.

New Music and Art
Festival opens
three exhibits this
weekend.

The BG News

Thursday
October 14. 1999
Volume 87 & Issue 37

A daily independent student press

Court rules on Ramsey case
cient evidence *.o warrant the
By STEVEN K. PAUI-SON
filing of charges against anyAssociated Press Writer
BOULDER. Colo. — The one who has been investigated
JonBenet Ramsey grand jury at this time," Hunter added
Colorado Gov. Bill Owens
completed its investigation
Wednesday, and a prosecutor said he will review the case and
said there wasn't enough evi- decide whether to appoint a
dence to file charges against special prosecutor.
"While I am not presently in
anyone in the 6-year-old beauty
a position to comment on the
queen's killing.
The grand jury heard evi- work of this grand jury, I do
dence in a case that cast a know one fact: a little girl was
cloud of suspicion over the little brutally murdered in Boulder,
girl's parents, John and Patsy Colorado, and the killer or
Ramsey, for nearly three years. killers remain free today," he
"No charges have been filed," said
The 12 jurors, who met for
District Attorney Alex Hunter
said in announcing that the more than 13 months, left the
grand jury had completed its Boulder County Justice Center
without comment after the
review.
The Christmastime 1996 judge ordered them not to disdeath of JonBenet — daughter cuss it. Hunter declined to
of a prominent, wealthy family answer questions
A telephone message seek— drew worldwide attention
The case created friction ing comment from attorney Hal
between police and prosecu- Haddon, who represents Jonfamily,
was not
tors, led to accusations thai the Bcnet's
district attorney's office was too returned. The Ramseys' suburtimid, and invited scrutiny of ban Atlanta home — where the
the child beauty pageant cir- Ramseys moved with their son
after the Blaying
was dark
cuit.
and
no one
"I must report to you that I Wednesday
and my prosecutorial team responded to a call box at the
believe we do not have suffi- driveway's mite

Pam Paugh. Patsy Ramsey's
sister, said she was glad the
Ramseys weren't indicted. But
she said on CNN's "Larry King
Live" that she was disappointed the jurors could not solve
the slaying.
The prominence of the family — John Ramsey, the millionaire president of Access Graphics, and Patsy, a former Miss
West Virginia — together with
the beauty of the little blond
victim guaranteed coverage of
every twist in the case.
It was before dawn on the
day after Christmas in 1996
when Patsy Ramsey said she
found a 2 1/2-page ransom note
on the back staircase in the
family's home that demanded
$118,000 for the safe return of
JonBenet.
"Listen Carefully!" the note
begins. "We are a group of individuals that represent a small
foreign faction. We respect your
business but not the country
that it serves. At this time we
have your daughter in our DOS-

session."
Eight hours later, Ramse)
• See RAMSEY, page five.

Associated Press Photo
Boulder grand jury foreman James Plese. right, and grand jury members Johathan Webb, left, and
Martin Kordas Jr., leave the Justice Center in Boulder, Colo., Wednesday, Oct 13. 1999. Nearly
three years after the slaying of JonBenetRamsey, a grand jury decided Wednesday there isn't
enough evidence to charge anyone in the 6-year-old beauty queen's strangulation.

Cities offer solutions

REPENT!

College towns tell how they solved district problems

cities have had the same
This is the fourth part of a issues. Students live here, hut
four- parl series looking into the they ,ue registered t" vote at
representation of students In home. It's a problem that the
Bowling Green City Council Court of Appeals will have to
Today's article focuses on other address
college lown's and how their
A closer look at two cities III
Ohio that also house universistudents are represented.
ties show whether or not they
share Bowling Green's probBy KATIE WOODS
lems.
The BG Neu i
Athens, Ohio, located in the
Bowling Green is one of
many cities in Ohio southeast part of the state, is
that is predominantly home to Ohio University.
based around a university. Athens resembles Bowling
Both
Bowling Green, however, is the Green in many ways
only one being questioned cities our made up of a seven
about its ward system. Bowl- member council divided into
ing Green city is currently in four wards and both have three
the midst of a court case at-large positions. Additionalbrought on by university stu- ly, they both represent a students who claimed that the dent body of approximately
unequal division of wards vio- 18.000.
However. Athens wards follated
thier
constitutional
low the guideline of the equal
rights.
protection clause of the ConstiAccording to Steve Spitler. tution that states division of
lawyer defending the ward voting districts, such as wards,
case for the city, "other college must be equal.

According to Edward Baum.
at-large council member of
Athens City Council as well as
a professor of political science
for Ohio University, the wards
are divided in a pie shape with
the university in the middle.
This results in the university being split up into more than
one ward, as opposed to having
the University making up the
core of one ward, as it is in
Bowling Green. This allows
the wards in Athens to be split
up equally based on population.
While Bowling Green has
had a student on council for the
past decade, it is rare for a student to hold a position on council in Athens. Last year there
was an Ohio University student representing the 2nd
Ward of Athens. He has since
graduated and left the area.
Before that, the last student to
serve on council was 10-15
i See WARDS, page five.

Connection addresses alchohol
tion packets, called life kits, promoting National Alcohol
By SARAH MOORE
will he sent to members of the Awareness Month, programs
The BG News
The Wellness Connection is faculty, asking them to discuss like these are made possible by
sponsoring two events in honor alcohol awareness in their the ODADA (Ohio Department
of Alcohol Awareness Month in classes, said Terry Rentner. of Alcohol and Drug Addiction).
The distribution of the
hopes of alerting students assistant professor of journalgrants from ODADA is decided
about the risks involved with ism.
Although, the life kit- are by Rentner and Hageman but
excessive alcohol use. The first
event will be Fatal Vision, a new this year, Rentner said the Rentner said the money is usufree program that will give stu- last three years she has made it ally used in October for Alcohol
Awareness Month, Rentner
dents an opportunity to virtual- a point
said. Gavin said there are two
ly experience being intoxicated. to
main goals the Wellness ConIt will be held Oct. 19-21 from
nection wants students to take
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m., in the
way from
ho1
Union Oval
pdf<j, Vision V
T(M
orfAwareness
, ,A'e°One
During this program
*•._Bflitla
r..„.«„
Month
rue
Bands
thing ls that not every.
there will also be an alcohol ._. -^
OClODCf 21 one drinks in college.
awareness information table WCfOSK"
Qpm - 1dm "Many people have the
in the Union. Chris Hageman.
1S"21
misconception that college
coordinator of the Wellness
11:30dmLtzntidrr
students are drinking mass
Connection, said the informa2pm
Crdnd
tion table will provide students UQIOD OVdl
Qdllroom quantities, every night of the
week," Gavin said.
with pamphlets about alcohol,
In fact, college students are
its effects and the consequences
actually drinking less often and
of abusing it.
smaller quantities then what is
The other event will be The
commonly thought, Gavin said.
Battle of the Bands, to be held
Oct. 21 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in involve facSecondly, the Wellness Connecthe Lenhart Ballroom. It is a ulty members in alcohol aware- tion wants to pro-actively
free concert featuring four local ness programs.
address the issue of drunk dri"It gives the students a ving, by bringing attention to it
bands, Sugarbuzz from Toledo,
Habitat from Findlay. and chance to see that faculty mem- and informing students about
its dangers.
Crazy Eddie and Jukebox Soul, bers do rare." Rentner said
According to Tracy Gavin, a
"Basically, we would just like
both from Bowling Green.
Later in the month, informa- graduate assistant in the Well- to get information to the stuness Connection in charge of dents," Gavin said.

1
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BG News Photo/ JEFF HINDENACH
Sarah (19), Joshua (11), and Elizabeth (15) are just three of the eight member Woronecki family that was on campus yesterday preaching about Jesus. The family travels all across America in a bus, preaching their message to different universities.

www.bgnews.com

bgnew8@listproc.bgsu.edu
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Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

OPINION
Guess who's coming to dinner?
I had the opportunity to have
— ..""^TTdinner with the president of
BGSU last week with my leadership class as well as some
other elite members of BGSU. I
have to admit, I was excited to
meet him. I mean, we have all
seen his face in the paper, read
about the core values, and listened to his opening address,
but to actually be in the same
room with him discussing lead- !
ership and issues dealing with
leadership — who wouldn't be a "He is the real deal.
little excited?
A man of integrity,
I arrived there with few
expectations. I know that indi- ideals and principles,
viduals on this campus are President Ribeau
accustomed to working long desires nothing but
hours; since the dinner was at
6:00 p.m., I knew that the pres- the best of the world
ident and others would be a lit- for each and every
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e

that we

M chat
u .'a rfV
u perhaps
u
would
little bit,
discuss a few things, and then
be on our merry way. I was
wrong. The discussion lasted
well over 2 hours and could
have easily gone much longer.
I have read about the president, about the core values that
he puts so much merit in and I
will admit that I had my prejudgments about him. Too often
in our society we have been
shown illusions of grandeur
from people that are only trying
to get us fired up. We have been
fed line after line by people trying to look good in the public.
Heck, sometimes I have even
said something that I did not
mean to make myself look good

student at BGSU. '
(only in the past, not in recent
times). So often in my life people tend to think that I am
telling a line of B.S. when I talk
about items dealing with life.
Only those who really know me
know that my thoughts are
genuine. I guess that I should
have felt the same toward the
president. Still, I went in there
wondering to myself if this guy
was the real deal or not. After
two hours I can assure you that
he is.
I have met many people in
my few years on this planet.
Leaders from all walks of life.

Powerful people, famous people, nameless people, and various others have at one time or
another been engaged in dialogue with me. I have found
that most are genuine and have
a desire to help out the world as
much as possible in whatever
way they deem possible. President Ribeau is no different. In
fact, he is much more sincere
than many people that I have
met.
He is by all stretches of the
definition a leader. Since he is
president, I had a "larger than
life" identity that I associated
with him, yet in person he is as
kind and social as anyone you
would congregate with. He
talked with all of us with clear,
articulate ideas and not above
our heads like we were not worthy of being in the room with
him. Throughout the conversation, it was apparent that he
has a real passion for the development of individuals. He
believes that BGSU can provide
the education, inside and outside the classroom, which will
allow individuals to achieve his
or her full potential. He is the
real deal. A man of integrity,
ideals, and principles, president Ribeau desires nothing
but the best of the world for
each and every student at
BGSU.
President Ribeau also talked
about how important accessibility is. Over his term there have
been over 1000 students that

have visited his home to talk
about issues. Can you think of
anyone else at a major college
that has anything close to that?
Anyone that I have talked to
said that it was not some PR.
thing. Each and every time he
was interested in what every
student had to say, what he or
she thought, and was interested in whatever they were talking about. While I have not
attended any professional, staff
or board meetings I would bet
money that he is the same way
in those situations.
Most times in my articles, I
talk about ideas and philosophies
about
life,
mostly
abstract ideas that are good in
thought, but lack practical
examples. So I say that a good
leader needs to have a genuine
interest in the constituents he
or she is leading. I say that a
good leader needs to have values, integrity, principles, and
vision. You want to make an
example. You want practical,
real-life identification. Then I
suggest you look no further
than our own BGSU President
— Sidney Ribeau.

Judson iMipply is happy to
actually have a real-life example of something that he writes
about. E-mail him with any
other examples you might have
at judson@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

e street*
Question: Who's your favorite professor?

Bill Aik. ii
Senior
Secondary Ed.
"James Beeby. He
made class and
disucssions interesting."

Elizabeth Smith
Senior
Film Studies
' They're all so
good, I wouldn't
know how to
I choose."

Mikey Kelley
Senior
Gen. Business
"My favorite prof
is LEGS guru Dr.
Bentley Brennan
- he knows his
stuff!"

Curtis "CAt"
Harris t
Junior!
VCT %.
"I'm not telling
his name, but our
whole class went
out'drinking at a
bar underage with
him."

l.auri Kowalski
Senior
Elementary/
Special Ed.
.1 "My favorite is
Judy Vandenbroek because she
makes class fun."-;

Deal with real issues
BBer
panuson
.2^

s
£

J J
#*

CONNECT THE DOTS!
I look at the artists' rendering of the proposed new union,
as printed in the Oct. 13 edition
of The BG News. I see a nice
big building with lots of glass
frontage, etc.
What I don't see are:
•A parking lot/garage
• Bus stops

• Skyways connecting the
new building to other campus
buildings in the area
• Satellite dishes for communications
•A heliport for dignitary or
emergency access to the center
of campus
•A patio for outdoor gathering/eating when weather per-

.

«

mits
When I think of major meeting centers, these amenities
come to mind.
Respectfully submitted,
Lee Norden
Coordinator of Systems
norden@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Would you support the University in
deciding to offer only one beverage
vendor?
vote at www.bgnews.com
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It's not easy writing these
things. You have an idea, or an
opinion, or usually a complaint
and you want to share it with
people. Trouble is, you have to
share it in a framework of 600 800 words. I, though usually
verbose, tend to draw my opinions in a shorter form, like two
to three sentences at most.
Opinions like "Clint Gault is a
big phony," while honest and
valid, are hard to stretch (or in
this case, squeeze) into the 600
-800 word format. So naturally,
sharing my thoughts with the
fine folks of BGSU, via The BG
News, is a daunting task.
These last few days have
been especially rough. I had
lots of ideas like, "Let's all skip
on November 1 just to remind
the staff who really runs this
place," and "Current sports are
too boring, we need more violence." Both of which are substantial, almost brilliant, ideas.
However, I just couldn't put my
mind down on paper. I wrestled with my own editorial
inadequacy, and finally decided
to ask the boss for a week off to
recharge my D-cells. She tried
to prompt me by suggesting I
write about "Pop rights," or
something to do with the idea of

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
wbmitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
dlf.ic to 210 West Hall and leave It In the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send It on e-mail to taylobiSibgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
Also, you can check out back issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com.

V

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News Is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and Is
published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
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Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
1999 BG News staff.
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the university only serving one
brand of colas. She referred to
this as a campus issue. No
thanks, 1 said, it's not working,
so neither am 1.
Then I had a thought.
(Scary, isn't it?) A campus
issue. We live in world where
one sixth of our global population lives in poverty. Right now
is a time when weapons of mass
destruction are becoming readily available to malevolent dictators with a tacit grip on reality. Today a former pro-wrestler
is considered to be a serious
contender for the office of the
President of the United States.
We are worried over whether or
not we're gonna have a choice
between Coke or Pepsi. 1 think
we are getting a little too nitpicky over what we define as an
issue. The nuclear test band
treaty is an issue; your beverage choice at the Union is not.
Granted, it is important to
keep a balanced perspective on
the world around us. Perhaps,
a more micro, less macro view
would better for The BG
News. Hell, some days I like
Coke and other days I want a
Mountain Dew. So yes, if the
University chooses to go with
only Coke or Pepsi I will be a
little irked. However, cola is a
minor detail in the pseudoworld around us. It's too trivial
to be deemed an issue ... a topic
for discussion, but not an issue.
A real campus issue would be
Clint Gault's golf cart versus
the Health Center. What happened? It was big news on campus for about twenty minutes

and then nothing. Sure, there
were a couple of letters to the
editor for and against our
mobile president, and there
was a staff editorial voicing an
objection that the students of
BGSU should find out what
happened and what sort of punishments, if any, were handed
out. Last time I checked the
guy was still in office, his big
oh-so-sincerc grin still attached
to BG News stories about
USG.
That qualifies as an issue.
The head honcho of the student
government, and one of his
sidekicks, abuse school property, possibly while drunk. The
truth must be known. Perhaps
a recall should be held. That's
relatively major sh**. It's not
so big as Bill Clinton's penis
versus the testimony of Paula
Jones and Monica Lewinsky,
but it's about as close as we get
around here.
At any rate if we are to
attempt to talk ahout issues on
campus, then let's talk about
real issues.
Whether we're
talking about issues affecting
the world around us, or little
issues that affect the safety of
our golf carts, let's keep it serious and meaningful.
Hey, I'm over 600 words. I
think I'll get a Coke.

Peter Jamison, who is no
longer suffering from an acute
case of writer's block, can be
reached for comment at petejam@bgnet. bgsu.edu.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone; (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Carolyn Steckel
Brandi Barhite
Assistant Managing Editor
Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
Graphics Editor
Photo Editor
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can stop anytime — in fact, I will " But
I knew I was kidding myself. 1 enjoyed
the toxic rush of nicotine too much to
never smoke again. So I smoked, but I
never told anyone, except for this girl
who sold me cigarettes at the gas station. It was our secret.
HIDING
I've known I was a smoker since 1
was a freshman in college. It wasn't
like a decision I made or anything; I
just kind of realized it alter a while. I
didn't want anyone else to know - I
tried to hide it from my parents, my
family, my employers
I pretended to be mainstream. I hid
my cigarettes. I smoked only in the
wee hours, and never where I could be
seen. Sometimes I would even go to
the Rec to exercise like everyone else,
though I struggled to jog without panting. It just wasn't me, and I felt out of
place.
I was so afraid of someone finding
out that I couldn't enjoy a peaceful
smoke.

COME OUT, COME OUT
WHEREVER YOU ARE!
This week is officially designated as
Coming Out Week.
I think that's really wonderful. I
hop*- that someone out there is feeling
safe enough this week to come out of
the closet. And I'm glad that campus
awareness is finally at a level that we
can have mature discussions without
juvenile proposals, stubborness and
closed-mindedness
That's why I am going to take this
opportunity - which only comes once a
year, kind of like Kwanzaa - to officially come out of the closet.
YUP
I'm a smoker There, I've said it. I
know you all thought I was going to
say that I'm a lesbian. I'm not. At
least. I don't think I am. I do have
some friends who are waiting for me to
see the light, but I haven't yet
I suppose I'm coming out of the
humidor, not the closet.
At any rate - I'm a smoker. This is
very hard to say. actually. The first
time I said it out loud was at the doctor's office. I was shocked to hear the
words.

PERSECUTION
I soon discovered that smokers
weren't welcome anywhere McDonald's didn't allow us to smoke. Other
restaurants made us sit in a different
section from everybody else. I couldn't
even go into the library with a cigarette. Everywhere I went, I was forced
to smoke outside, away from everyone
"Ise. I was shunned.

Residence Life frowns upon any sort of
fire inside the dorms, and that notion
was quickly extinguished.
COMPANY
Then, one day, I met someone else
who was like me. His name was Iain.
And I met his roommate, who felt the
same way. Soon, I had a circle of people who were smokers like me, people
I could count on for companionship in
the cold days, someone who understood. It felt really good.
With their support, I finally told my
parents that I'm a smoker. They were
upset at first, of course. But my mother had dabbled in cigarettes when she
was my age, and she said she understood. My father promised to be understanding. That's all I could ask.
ACCEPTANCE
Now I am comfortable enough to
admit nty tobacco use to other people
Some still try to convince me that I
can change, or that smoking's a perverted habit. I inform them that I
understand the risks, but that I choose
to smoke anyway.
I am not afraid to admit that I
smoke. And I hope this will encourage
others to come out of the humidor and
admit that they, too, are smokers.
There's a lot of us - and we're all different - but we've got something in
common, and that binds us

Nonsmokers wrote litters to the
paper, attacking the stupid people who
choose to fill their lungs with tar and
carbon monoxide.
"It's just not natural," they wrote.
"It's unhealthy. No one in their right
mind should enjoy something like
that. We don't want you near our children with your cancer sticks. Whatever you do at home is line, just don't
expose everyone to that vice of yours."
1 felt the public fury Attacked, I got
defensive.
Fine. I thought. I'll just smoke in
the privacy of my own home. I soon
found out. however, that the Office of

DENIAL
1 kept denying it to myself.
"It's only a few cigarettes a day.
That doesn't mean I'm committed. I

Ohio weather

RECOGNITION
This column in no way means to
target gays, lesbians, and/or bisexuals
lor anyone else out there). It is intended to draw a parallel to the situation
many gays face. I support Vision and
the community it represents, and
encourage awareness of these issues
on campus. Hopefully this column
encourages someone to "come out" with whatever it is they feel they have
to hide.

3:30 p.m.
Composition Seminar with
Christopher Rouse
Part of the 20th Annual New
Music & Art Festival. Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
7:30 p.m.
Exhibition
Opening
—
Charles Kanwischer: Recent
Landscape Drawings from
Northwest Ohio
Exhibition continues through
Nov. 7. The event is part of the
20th Annual New Music & Art
Festival. Kennedy Green Room.
Moore Musical Arts Center.

DESERVED, APPROPRIATE
<condign punishment>

- con (Uglily adverb
Example: '"Lei (he punishmen) fil the crime ," they say, so
I borrowed my roommate's
crossword' pu/zl e dictionary
without asking as condign
retaliation lor her always stealIng the crossword puzzles from
my newspaper.'
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8 p.m.
Life is Beautiful
UAO film. $2 with University
ID. Showing at 11 p.m. also. Ill

Olscamp Hall.
8 p.m.
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Singer Pago
Conceit
Staring place
On Ire
Red Cross
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Deed
Commit penury
Alamos. NM
Type ot lea?
Packed away
Capital on the
Willamette
More trequently
Evidencing
dependence
Resolutely
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Squirrel, eg.
Decomposes
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Wields a broom
Scandinavian
wall-nanging
Prong
Stage whisper
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CROSS
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com

50 Made tractable
52 Vietramese
58
holidays
59
55 Preserving
60
subslarce
56 Adam's grandsor 61
5/ lnart<:ulate

events sa:

Date: 15th century

C 1999 AccuWeathetf, Inc.

!

"

Concert:
BGSU
Wind
Ensemble and Faculty
Artists
of the 20th Annual New
& Art Festival.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Thursday, Oct. 14

Etymology: Middle English
amdigne, from Middle French,
from Latin condignus, very worthy, from com- + dignus worthy
- more at DECENT

■

sounds
Inch Iraction
Amin ol Uganda
Cigarette
drawback
Rejjvenation
center

Hey ... Have you listened to an
Elton John album lately?

condign

Function: adjective

Cincinnati 61 /44

DOWN
1 Advantage
2 Traditional
knowledge
3 Poe story. The
Cask of "
4 Original
5 Invaldate

nuvyinQbgntLbg&u rdu

Pronunciation: kun-DINEor
KAHN-dine

Dayton ;60741

19
?0
?1
??
23

UPCOMING

AccuWeather* forecast lor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

r
30

Candidate lists
Hard s corv.ract.oi
Album track
Burn slightly
"1 he Waste
Land" poet
26 Bart Simpson's
mom
30 Th-ee-tone chord
32 Ancestor
34 Dice toss
35 The Jetsons" dog
37 _ mater
38 Inac. ve
39 Bird call
40 Bread choices
41 Smile broadly
42 Repairs
43 Mosaic piece
44 One to whom a
document is
transferred
46 Curtis and Darva
47 Account
48 Talking idly
51 Swallows
53
Clemente
54 Piay lor a tool
57 Melugee
60 Interval
62 Went
underground
63 Lemon drink
64 Game played on
horseback
65 Primitive weapons
66 Primary color
67 Social insects

■■ f ■
I■
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of the day

Toledo ]57°/35

ACROSS
Vivacity
The Naked
Bogart's widow
Stadium root
Pester
Org of trade
unions
17 Develop so as tc
1
5
8
14
15
16
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Mary Beth Murtha
Page Tltree Editor
372-2603

.9 p.m.
visionLite
A non-threatening environment
for those individuals with coming out. personal and academic
related issues. 107
Hanna
Hall.

Friday
8 a.m. ■ 5 p.m.
Art Exhibit
Charles Kanwischer. "Recent
Landscape Drawings from
Northwest Ohio." Kennedy
Green Room. College of Musical
Arts.
8 a.m. - noon
Morning Pick-Me-Up
What a way to start the day:
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice, and doughnuts
Math Science Building.

]

9 a.m.
Composer to Composer: A
Dialogue with Christopher
Rouse
Part of the 20th Annual New
Music & Art Festival. Christopher Rouse is the guest composer on this year's festival.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
UAO Poster Sale
Vendor will be selling Rock and
Music posters, pictures and
postcards.
Student Center
Forum, Saddlemire
Student
Services Building.
10:30 a.m.
Concert
Featuring solo and chamber
works by Averill, Elwood,
I A'may, Matheson and Rouse.
Part of the 20th Annual New"
Music & Art Festival. Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Noon - 2:15 p.m.
Cheap Skate
Admission $2.50. Ice Arena.
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I 6:00

I

BROADCAST

CD

ABC Worm
News romqli!

CD
©
rlelCafelur
Websites

©

OISC
ESPN
HBO

I 7:oA

Business Rpt.

7-Ml
Jeopardy' It

8-00

Diagnosis Murder "Murder
Maalemr (in Stereo) X

EntertainmenT Holly-ood
Tonight I
Squares K

Whose Una la
II Anyway? I

Drey. Care,'
•jThey'ie Back"

Friends ISlaraoIX

Fraeler"i Hale
Fiasier Crane"

Newshour With Jim Lehrer II

Whose Line Is
M Anyway? X
Jesse
Slereo) X

9:^0

10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Chicago Hope "Variance and
Care" (In Sleieo) :ff

41 Hour* (an Slereo) I

Late Show ;ln
Stereo) X

Wasleland lEmpaj Po ,e:Slereo) aT

20/20 Downtown tf

Nighlllne X

frasier I
Sleieo) It

Mississippi: Rivet ol Song |R)
(In Stereo) (Part I oHU

M«^h»iopl:ni«.o<-5onTSr

Coach GaryBlackney

Mew Red
Gr««n

Arthur II'
Sl«iao| |EI| I

Book ol
Vlrtuta

IhliOld
House I

Waiting Ic
God

Chjflit Rose
(In Sle;eo) 3C

Horn*
Improvtmtnt

Mad About
Vou TMCty'

Seinfeld "The

Major League Baseball pTa.btta American League Champonship >enes Game 2 -• Teams to Be
Announced (In Sleieo Live) Jt

NawaX

Bcamm I

Frlende iin
Steieo) Jt

ToB.
Announced

Simpsons <:

Sampson!
'Ban lie Fnk"

Filindailn
Sleieo) I

Friends BMT
pots mlo labor

WWF Smackdown! (In Slew K

Fteolet ■ l Male" 'Ftaeiet -SakVg
Fra«r Crane" Out" (In Slereo]

Myslery! An Unsuaable Job tot
I Woman II'' Livng on Risk" It

Mew Yankee
Workshop It

|lnSleteo|(Pamol.)I

jSports-Oettoit

-y

The 1999-2000 President's
Lecture Series
"Our Core Values: a Foundation for the Future"

Making ol My Fair Lady: More
Lovatfy Than Ever I

Movie: •••• "A*/Fan iaoy-(l964. Musical) Res Hanson. Audrey Hepburn. Slan«y HoUoway A
professor beta he can teach a street vendor to be a lady X

■■

Saturday Night Live Gootge
.Foreman Hole

Daily Show ,Ri IWkt Ban
Slein'e Money

Movie: •* "Deknous (1991. Comedy) John Candy. Marstl
Hansingway A aoap wraat is swap! rib Ihe wortd ol his characters.

Saturday Nighl Uve CS-n R.>.■>
the Wallflowers

Detly Show

Your New House (R;

Wild Discovery "The Meat
Cals" (R)

On ihe Inside Vietnam s
HeJcopMl Hetoes" |R)

Into the Unknown "Slrange
Bengs and UFOs" (R)

On the Inside "Vietnam's
Helicopter Heroes" (Rj

I Science Myslertea' Between
L«e and Death' IP,

Sportscenler

Thursday *
Gementght

(5 00) Uovle: tit 'ConiJC! (1997) Adevoled
Kstntsl hears ■ massage Irom outer space 'PG -

Dear America" Movie: see ~L« Urswat*!"(l991. Duma) Liam Neeson A
IThree Kfcvaa:'
(In Sle<eo) X
French lug<rve is pursued try an obsessed police otticet 'P0-13 X FIrstlaolfjT

High Poinis in Hislory EIK
aland" (R) [Pan 3 ol 3) X

20th centuty -eVu. Scandal a
the Toiching ol L A"(Ri

FS0

FOX Sports
News

College Football f'i'.i.: 5:.i'e.i'': .."r

LasiWord

1

Empiraa ot Induatry "Tmber "

First Detective (R) I

R

Comedy HallHour

Big Ota Massachusetts Central
.Artery-Tunnel Piostcl. (R) X

MtlMSM

IFOXSports

Crla«x"( 1969 Comedy)
tWIn Ben
| Stains Money

Secrets ot'World War u",n.
FOX Sports News

Movie et'i -£v«o'Desrruclon~( 1990. Science Ficlion) Gregory IMovio: a't "floboCop3*(1993. Scwnw FCICVI)Ftoberl John
Hnes An agenl must end a maHunclqvng tobot's btcody rampage Burke FloboCop champions poor tename laced weh eviction

Movie .>,-fl*oCV»3',(t»5)
Roben John Burke. Nancy Ahen

HomeTkgeto

San Frarvdeco Quake: A Mattel
CJ Seconds

{Home Again

Secret Hislory ol Ihe
Presidency (R)

San Franciaco Quake: A Matter School Shootings - Amenca'a Guns Under Fire ThM
ot Seconds
Tragedy )R)
penpeclrves on gun conlrol

ER "Hit and Run (In Sleieo) I

Movie: ••• "Shme■■(1996 Drama) AmnnMuelet-Stani Ncan
Taylor Gitted pranisl David Hetigott
bailies nietiiw
menial iwwss
attass
•i iMruei

Una WatHot Prinou "ThePart Nol Taken" (In Sleieo).«

JAQ Impact (In Sleieo) X

Walker Teiaa Ranger

USA
VHI

Where Are They Now? "80s
|R| (In Stereo)

List (In Slereo) IBelore They
Were Stars

Streets" (In Stereo) X

i.'

?5$f;

Movie •• -Am Kimn'{\VI . Drama) Sophie Marceau. Sean
Been.
star-crossed
lovers m 1880s Russia
raeeii Leo
UVAJ Tolstoy's
I msiuy > take
re^ ol
& ami
■

Movie: ...ti Cas»io'(t995. Drama) Roben De N«o. Joe Peeo
jA mob employee makes a play lor powei n 1970s Las Vegas. X

Movie: •«• "That Thrig fou Do' (1996. Comedy-Drama) Tom Everett Soon. Liv
Tyler Smaa-lrne rockers hi't L<1 with a catchy srigle (In Stereo)

BeloreThey
Were Stars

■aywetch K«ks' (In Slereo) X
Ust(R)(ln
Stereo)

Behind the
Music ,R.

3)

"The Courage to Learn..."
I\

Inside the NFL lit: Stereo) X

Herculee: The Legendary
Journeys (R| (in Slereo) X

Doe Sothtt "Pizaas and "
Promises" (at Stereo) X

Mary Peterson

.

Sportscenler X

College Football Toledo al Marshal (un) I

<

Recognized educator and motivational speaker,

STATIONS

(S OS) MovM: ••« "The Court
Jester" (1956! Danny Kaye

i\\\ Faculty. 5)taff @ ?>tudv;nls are
mvittid to attend the first event in:

Tonight Show
ki PfaejO] I

Stark Raving
CR tJwTanoa ol Nonhwesleir
Had (in Sleieoi (In Stereo) I

Mystery1 An Unsuitable Job lot
' Woman II" "Uvng on Risk" If

lytrJeeangel 's ihe gi
mng ol Quigley' s got

HIST

SCIFI

I ffilfi I 9:00

Ntwthour With Jim Lthut S

CABLE

COM

(,-M

STATIONS
CBS Evening Whwi ol
Nmn'H
Fortune I

A candid discussion about college students,
the ethical dilemas facing them and the values
that will guide them throughout their lives

Thursday, October 14,1999
7:00 p.m.
Olscamp Hall 101
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WORLD NEWS
Scientists breed tumor-resistant mice
AP Science Writer
Scientists have created cancer-resistant mice by deleting certain genes l hat govern the formation of blood vessels — a break
through that could lead to new drugs for wiping out tumors in
people
The 57 specially bred mice were each injected with 100 million
tumor cells. Many of them didn't develop cancer at all; Others
grew tumors, but thej eventually shrank or didn't spread. Deleting most copies of the genes appeared to have no harmful side
effects for the mice.
The finding is the latest advance in one of the most exciting
and promising areas of cancel research: angiogenesis, or blood
vessel formation Scientists are trying to find ways :<> kill cancer
by Stopping the growth of the blood vessels that nourish tumors.
Last year, in one of the most celebrated developments in
angiogenesis research. Dr. Judah Folkman of Harvard Universi
tj reported that two proteins, angiostatin and endostatin, caused
tumors in rats to shrink or disappear by cutting oil their blood
supply Tests on people are about to get under way.

Eye on the Nation

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

U.N. officials taken hostage in Abkhazia
77n' Associated Press
SUKHUMI, Georgia
Gunman seized six United Nations
military observers and their translator Wednesday as they were
delivering aid in Georgia's breakaway territory of Abkhazia.
.Negotiators are in radio contact with the abductors, and officials -aid they would do whatever they could to ensure the
observers' safety.
"There are talks," said Manoel de Almeida e Silva, a deputy
spokesman at U.N. headquarters in New York. "At this time, the
hostages appear to be in good condition."
Interior Minister Kakha Targamadze saitl on Georgian television that "there are special units then' which are able to perform
the operation of liberating the hostage--, but we are doing everything possible to avoid bloodshed "
State Semrity Minister Vakhtang Kutateladze was quoted by
the Interfax news agency as saving the kidnappers are seeking
$200,000 ransom.

Attempts made to rescue cancer patient

Ohio is worst state for protecting pets

Ass(M-iut>'(J

Assbt mted Press Writer
Ohio's weak animal cruelty laws make it the worst state in the
nation when it come to protecting cats and dogs. Humane Society leaders said Wednesday
The Humane Society of the United Stales wants state lawmakers to adopt tougher penalties against animal abusers.
Critics complain that Ohio's animal cruelty law hasn't been
<hangecl since it was enacted in 187"). Those convicted of abusing
animals still lace a maximum penalty of three months in jail and
a $7aO line
"It's just ridiculous," said Linda Holder, program coordinator
lor the Great Lakes Regional Office in Bowling Green. "We are
convinced that there is so much animal cruelty that goes
unchecked because you can hardly prosecute under this law.
"Right now you can have an animal living in standing water,"
Holder said "You can have an animal living in six inches of feces.
Our Ohio law allows that

P/V.SN

Writer

WF.LI.INGTON, New Zealand — The long polar winter may
be Hearing an end for Jerri Nielsen, an American physician
stranded at an Antarctic research station with a lump in her
lire,1st

As up to 20 hours of sunlight per day warm up the coldest
place on Earth, rescue ionics ever Closer for the 17-year-old
Nielsen, who reportedly has been treating herself with
chemotherapy since a daring airdrop of medical supplies in Julj
The crew- oftWO Air National Guard Hercules I.C-130 cargo
planes reached McMurdo base on Antarctica's coast on Wednesday to wail for temperatures to rise enough for them to safely fly
to the South Pole.
The) will make the 810-mile round trip flight to the National
Science Foundation's Amundsen-Scott South Pole research station as soon as a weather window opens.
The temperature at Amundsen-Scott must edge above minus
58 degrees before one of the Hercules attempt the trip.

Associated Press Photo
An unidentified man loses his trousers after being flipped by a
calf during festivities in Zaragoza's bullring in Spain. Every
morning for a week people pack Zaragoza where a calf is
released during the annual Fiesta of Pilar.

Hope for signs of life on Jupiter moon spurs space scientists
By CANDICE HUGHES
Associated Press Writer
PADUA, Italy - Hundreds
of cosmic BCientist8 gathered in
Galileo's homeland Wednesday,
hoping to learn from a spacecraft named Galileo whether a

heavenly body the Renaissance
astronomer discovered four
centuries ago might support
life.
The
NASA
spacecraft

Galileo, winding down a twosear. $30 million probe of
Jupiter, made its closesl-ever
llyby of the planet's moons earlier this week, passing within
.'180 miles of lo, Jupiter's innermost large moon.
But many of the scientists
here are more interested in
Jupiter's fourth largest moon.
Kuropa. spotted by Galileo in
11)10 Much of the NASA

Cards
Wraps

probe's data on Kuropa is still
being alaly/.ed
There should In- dozens of
high-resolution Images, closeups hundreds of times better
than anything we've seen
before." said Torranee Johnson,
the Galileo project scientist.
In the world of planetary science. Kuropa is very hot these
days Not in terms of temperature
the surface is blindingly

Gifts
Books

For all Your Sweetest Day Needs

bright ice and the thermometer
hovers around minus 260
degrees - but in terms of the

search for life beyond Earth.
Some scientists here believe
that Kuropa. the brightest
object in our solar system other
than the Sun, may have the elements needed for life water, a
heat source1 deep in the core
and organic molecules
They acknowledge that con-

ditions are extreme, hut say
they are finding evidence that
microbes can exist under the
harshest conditions deep inside
our own planet, in rocks from
the bottom of the oceans
Other researchers reported
in a recent issue of the journal
Science thai Europe probably
could not support life because
any oceans beneath the fro/en
surface could barely support

single-cell organisms let alone
complex species. They said a
layer of ice at least 6 miles deep
blocks the sun's life-sustaining
energy from the water.
Scientists have also reported
finding evidence of frozen sulfuric acid on Kuropa's surface.

www.superjobs.com
\\ryJ a yof jol iV a p/a^ flit 5/a^ out
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German Club sponsors Oktoberfest festivities
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
German Club, an organization that strives to expose students to different aspects of
German culture and the German language, hosts its second
annual Oktoberfest today in
the St. Thomas Moore Auditorium from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m..
Admission is $5, which
includes three food tickets.
Tickets are bursarable and will
be sold at the door.
This year's celebrations
includes a band, contest, and
authentic German food. There
will be an arm wrestling and
dance contest. Furthermore,

their will be a crowning of the
king and queen, based on their
enthusiasm and wearing traditional German customs, according to Christina Guenther, German Club adviser.
The menu for the night features authentic German food —
soft pretzels, bratwurst with
sauerkraut, apple cider and
soda. Entertainment will be
provided by a live 20 piece band
called The Deutschmeister,
which will play traditional German songs, such as the waltzes
and polka.
Guenther encourages students to attend the event. The
German club hopes to provide
an opportunity for students to

be exposed to aspects of the
German culture and have a
good time.
"It will give them a chance to
meet the German/Austrian students on campus, experience
and get a taste of the German
culture," she said.
She said Oktoberfest in Germany is normally celebrated
from late September to early
October. Celebrations are usually two weeks long packed
with competitions, like horse
races, and processions. The
town's brewers will set up their
tents, which quickly become
crowded, where people will
drink beer, socialize, and eat.
Guenther had participated in

an Oktoberfest celebration lasf
year, while directing the study
aboard trip to Salzburg during
the academic school year
Based on her experience,
she described the scene as "like
a zoo."
"It is a time for families to
come together," she said "The
atmosphere is very warm,
social, and interactive. Everyone speaks with everyone—
Germans, Austrians, Dutch,
Americans. People comes from
all over the world to participate
in this event."
She said one of the common
misconceptions about Germans
are that they don't have a sense
of humor.

"Oktoberfest offers Germans
a place and time to laugh and
have fun, not because they'd
been drinking,' she said.
Nathan Allman, German
Club secretary, had spent some
time in Germany as well,
before enrolling at the University. Based on what his host
family told him, Oktoberfest
was a time to socialize and
enjoy the company of others.
"Oktoberfest was a time for
the common folks to drink and
have fun," he said "Each town
would feature a different event.
For instance, one town had a
river running through it, so
they had a fishing contest. The
men will go into the river in

their wavers; whoever netted
the most fish won "
Furthermore, Oktoberfest
offered the Germans an opportunity to wear their traditional
attire, he added.
Guenther also shared that
German celebrations are common in Munich, this year's celebration will mark the 166th
Oktoberfest At first it was in
honor of the marriage of King
Ludwig I and Princess Therese
of
Saxony-Hidburghausen.
During thel9th Century, it
became a "fun-fair."
"It is the largest festival in
the world and internationally
celebrated," Guenther said

Authorities cleared JonBenet's brother, Burke, who
was 9 at the time she died. The
Ramseys initially told police
Burke was sleeping when the
ransom note was discovered,
but his voice later was heard on
an enhanced tape of Mrs. Ramsey's 911 call to police.
Critics claimed the investigation was compromised early
when detectives, believing they
were dealing with a kidnapping, allowed friends and family to roam through the Ramsey
mansion. They also asked Rams?y to conduct a search, which
led to the discovery of the body.
The investigation also was

fractured by infighting between
police and prosecutors over the
best way to proceed. Two investigators resigned; one accused
prosecutors of protecting the
Ramseys and blocking police
efforts to solve the case, while
the other contended his fellow
officers were improperly targeting innocent people, including
the Ramseys.
The two investigators held
two theories about JonBenet's
killer: one focused on the parents; the other on an intruder.
The Ramseys have repeatedly
denied any involvement in the
crime. They offered a $100,000
reward and mounted a newspa-

per campaign seeking JonBenet's killer.
Authorities amassed evidence that supported both theories.
Lab tests concluded the ransom note was written with a
pen and pad that belonged to
the Ramseys. Handwriting
experts ruled Ramsey out as
the author, but said Mrs. Ramsey's writing samples were
inconclusive.
Colorado Bureau of Investigation agents concluded four
fibers on the duct tape allegedly taken from JonBenet's
mouth were consistent with a
jacket her mother wore Christ-

mas night, according to published reports
Evidei ce pointing to an
intruder includes a broken
basement window and an
apparent pry mark found on a
kitchen doorjamb. but there
were no signs of forced entry
into the home or footprints in
the snow outside
Other evidence of an intruder: Investigators have been
unable to identify DNA material found in JonBenet's underwear, a pubic hair found on the
blanket or a palm print pulled
from the wine cellar door, published reports have stated.
The Boulder County grand

jury of eight women and four
men began hearing evidence in
the case In September 1998, listening to testimony from family, friends and police detectives.
Its term was set to expire Oct.
20.
Former Denver prosecutor
Craig Silverman said Hunter
bent over backwards to present
both sides to the grand jury, an
unusual step for a prosecutor in
a murder investigation.
"This grand jury heard from
a plethora of Ramsey supporters," Silverman said. "It's .in
unusual grand jury and a not
unexpected result "

RAMSEY
Continued from page one.
said he found his daughter's
body in a basement room,
wrapped in a white blanket. A
rope was wrapped around her
neck and a wrist and tied to a
stick.
A red-ink heart was drawn
on her left palm, and Ramsey
told police he removed duct
tape from the child's mouth
before carrying her body
upstairs,
An autopsy concluded JonBenet suffered a skull fracture,
was strangled and beaten, and
may have been sexually
assaulted.

WARDS
Continued from page one.
years prior, accord'ng to Baum.
Although Baum agreed with
Bowling Green's stance that it
is hard to get students to vote
in local elections, he see this as
being no reason to not have the
wards divided equally.
"Students should be able to
control the at-large positions
through their right to vote, but
they don't want to," He said.

"But you have to have you
wards equally portioned. That
is the law."
Although not as similar in
make-up, Toledo, 25 miles
north of Bowling Green, has
student concerns to deal with
as well. As opposed to having a
small city population around a
large university population like
Bowling Green and Athens,
Toledo has a population of
approximately 365,000.
Toledo's city council is bro-

ken up into six districts and six
at-large positions. The University is split into two different
districts. Most of the university is in District 5, but part of
university does fall into District 2.
According Mike Beazley,
director of Toledo Board of
Elections, Toledo was formally
an all at-large system. However, concerns about neighborhood issues forced council to
change in order to include dis-

Unsure about your future career plans?
*<\
Interested in exploring different career opportunities? A
Want to be an Extern?
J
The Extern Experience matches students with Alumni for a
job-shadowing opportunity. Come to the Extern Experience
Information Session on Tuesday, October 19 from 7-8:30p.m. in
BA 102. Feel free to drop in at any time.

Questions? Call SAA office at 372-6849
or email jhutter@bgnet.bgsu.edu
♦O* "Not only did the Extern Experience help me find direction with my *0»
,
major/career, but it also looked great on my resume!"
j.
*Q*
A 998 Extern Participant *Q*

<►

<,

Sponsored by Student Alumni Association

Did you know?

tricts.
According to Tina Wozniac,
5th district council member, to
her recollection there has never
been a student on Toledo city
council.
In Beazley's opinion he
thinks that the fact that Bowling Green has a student on
council for so long, "is obvious
that, in Bowling Green, the students have a voice in local government."

Cirass releases volatile gases when cut.
Mowing can account for 10% of
hydrocarbons entering the
atmosphere in some cities.
SpiNnxlhs ttvCcnkrlirlTiMiiviuul
ftojaun t- J»I yi u Of nji*. Ra-ydin;
tapm
Reform* National Wildlife Oct/Nov I'M*
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Planning For New
30% off
Union Sale
Selected Items
Sale Starts 10/18 • Ends 10/22
•Cards«Gifts«Film
Processing*Clofhing«School
SuPP(ies*BGSU Merchandise*
University Union
M-F 8:30-5:00

^3

372-2962

<^^K^^K^<^^K^^<^<^*<J>*<J>**<J>**<J>*

the little &up

Remember

WEETEST
«»i»^"»*i^i»^»»

AY
This Saturday • Oct. 16
Assorted Colors
of Roses

$

19.95doz.

Wrapped in cellophane with greens, baby's breath & bow

Basket Arrangements
starting at

24.98

Bud Vase Arrangements

ttartingM

'charge
Now Accepted at the
• University Bookstore

• 1 lie uttie Strap
• Flrelands College Bookstore
vtx< mu» no* o *on«<) ajwywano" COM ar> ■

Cards • Gifts • Film Processing • Clothing
• School Supplies • BGSU Merchandise •

CASH
l' CIRRI

Plush Animals & Balloons Tool

University Union • M-F 8:30-5:00

i 3 I I

906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 353-8381

372-2962

IZ..L)\J

Fall Houisitton.-Fn. 8 to 5:00; Sat. 8 to 4; Sun. 12-4
www. ktotzfloral.com
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

SPORTS
40tf) ^mubersiarp Series;

i

Celehnaring BG's 1959 'Small Schools Narional Championship' season
This is the second part of a weekly series which will relive the BG football team's only perfect season. This week in 1959, the Falcons continued their quest which inevitably led to recognition as
the top 'small school' in the country, defeating Western Michigan improving to 3-0 in their Homecoming game. Every week an article will be run from the 1959 BG News.

Falcons dominate Western Michigan, remain top offensive team in MAC

BG junior Clarence Mason

L

Bowling Green ran, passed
and kicked its way to a 34-0
victory over Western Michigan
before an estimated 9,200
Homecoming fans. The victory,
coupled with Miami's loss at
Kent State, placed the Falcons
in a first place Mid-American
Conference tie with Ohio University. Each team has a 2-0
conference record.
Clarence Mason, junior end
for the Falcons, caught three
touchdown passes against the
Broncos, leading the Bowling
Green offense.
Mason is the individual
scoring leader in the MAC
with 18 points, all picked up in
the game against Western
Michigan. Fullback Jerry

Dianiska and halfback Chuck
Comer are tied, along with
eight other players, for third
place in scoring with 12 points
apiece.
Bob Colburn, the number
one quarterback for the Falcons, is second in the individual passing department with a
total of 189 yards. He has completed 12 of 15 passes, two of
which have been for touchdowns, giving him the best
average in the league - 80 percent. Comer is fifth in the individual rushing category with
138 yards gained on 14 carries. His average of 9.9 yards
is tops in the conference.
The Falcons remained the
top offensive team again this

week in the MAC with an
average of 452.5 yards, while
Miami took over leadership in
the defensive department,
allowing
its two
oppo-

slipped a notch, allowing
Western Michigan to gain 313
yards. The Falcons gave up a
total of 136 yards to Marshall
in their first outing of the season, thereby bringing the
total yardage gained against
them in two conference games
to 449, or an average of 224.5
yards.

average of only 189.5 yards.
After having led the league
the first week on defense the
Falcons

BG News Photo Archives
Falcon star, Bernie Casey
(30) displays his balance and
agility, in attempting to elude
a Western Michigan defender.
The rangy halfback was a
thorn in the Broncos' side all
afternoon.

J

Conover off to fresh start for soccer team
was a little scared in her first college match.

By OEREK MCCORD
The BG News
The Bowling Green
women's soccer team
has had a deja vu this
season with another freshman
leading the Falcons attack.

"1 was scared, but I wanted to
do as good as I could," stated
Conover. "The aggressiveness is
higher and there are no easy
teams."

Coming into this Friday's
game against Eastern Michigan,
freshman Jill Conover is leading
the team in assists with seven
and lied with Michelle Lisy for
the team lead in goals with six. If
Conover keeps her pace up for
the rest of the season, Bowling
Green will have two freshmen
lead their team in consecutive
seasons as Tracy Gleixner did
last year.

The biggest
person
in
Conover's life is probably her
father, James, who coached her
in her early years.
"He taught me everything I
know," said Conover. "He would
always tell me what I did wrong
or right after the game. He even
still does it today," she added
with a chuckle.

Conover, a striker, said that
she really did not change any
part of her game to adapt to the
college level.

Conover feels that the Falcons
have a really good chance to win
the MAC Championship this
year.

"I really have not done anything different, I pretty much
picked up from high school,"
said Conover. The striker dominated at Grand Island High
School in Grand Island New
York by scoring 113 goals in her
career with 83 of them coming in
her junior and senior years.
Conover said she never
thought of coming to Bowling
Green and was thinking about
heading south until one of her
teachers, who was an alumnus,
said that she might want to take
a look at the school. Conover was
really pleased with the facilities
and how the team treated her
with open arms.

"I think that our team has a lot
of talent and when everybody is
playing together we play very
well," said Conover. "One of the
goals we set this year was to win
the MAC tournament and I really think we can."

I lead coach Tom I'iccirillo was
surprised to get an e-mail Irom
Conover's teacher.
"Jill was a proven goal scorer

BG News photo/ BEN FRENCH

Freshman forward Jill Conover has gotten off to a hot start for the Bowling Green women's soccer team. She is leading the team
in assist with seven and is tied with captain Michelle Lisy with six.
in high school probably one ot
the best in the state, but the question was could she do it in college," said Piccirillo. "We were
not able to see her live, but we
watched some tapes of her
matches and we liked what we
saw. Our feeling about recruiting
is that if we get them to Bowling

Green we can really show what
we have to offer like one of the
best soccer fields in the MAC
conference."
With Gleixner out this season
with a torn ACL, she and
Conover have had some discussions about her success and the

pain she is going through.
I talked to her when I came
here about the pain she is going
through and how she cannot
play," said the freshmen. "I kind
of look up to her the way she
came in and lore up last year."
Piccirillo says the two strikers

have the same prowess in front
of the net but theie is a difference
in how they play the game.
"Jill has more speed and is
quicker to the ball as Tracy has
more of a shooting awareness on
when or not to shoot."
Conover admitted that she

Conover may be leading the
team in scoring, but Piccirillo
thinks she still has a lot to learn
on the college level.
"Now that she has been
named MAC player of the week
she is seeing some, of the best
defenders in the conference and
she needs to learn new ways of
getting open to get the ball."
Conover and Lisy will be the
focus of the Eagles of Eastern
Michigan when they face-off Friday at 4 p.m. at Cochrane Field.

Falcons get grades on team performance verse MU
By G MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

At his weekly conference. Bowling Green football coach Gary Blackney
was in a grade-giving
mood. He gave Aaron
Alexander an A for his performance against Miami.
He racked up eight catches
in the game.
"I think a lot of people
were surprised with my
play but my coaches and
myself weren't surprised,"
Alexander said. "But no
one's really seen me play.
All I ask of the coaching
staff is to put me in positions to make plays."
i
1

He gave the receiving
corps a B and continued to
gush about the play of
quarterback Andy Sahm.
Tight end Kevin Steinke
also received a B. The
offensive line earned a C
since Blackney believed
they played okay but not
as well against Toledo. The
running hacks received a
C- due to inconsistency.
Defensively, it was a different story. The secondary received an unsur6rising F while the Kevin
'Neifl and Khary Campbell received a D. Blackney
liked the play of Chris
Haneline in the middle
even though Haneline was

not happy with his performance. Haneline had 10
tackles in the win. The
defensive line, however,
earned a C for stopping
Miami tailback Travis
Prentice up the middle
and getting some pressure
on
quarterback
Mike
Bath.
Defensively, Blackney
and his staff will shore up
the secondary this week.
Series vs. Akron
Bowling Green is 7-3 alltime against Akron including 6-1 in the last seven
meetings. The Falcons

beat the Zips 58-21 at Doyt
Perry Stadium last year
and rallied for a 31-28 win
at the Glass Bowl under
the lights two year ago.
However, BG has yet to
win on the road this year.
Games on television
The noon game will be
televised by Fox Sports
Net Regional as part of the
Mid-American Conference
television package. BG's
fames at Marshall and vs.
61edo were also televised
giving BG a 1-1 record in
conference
televised

games. The Oct. 30 home
game vs. Central Michigan
will also be televised.
Ball control
The winner of the game
will probably control the
ball offensively. Akron and
Bowling Green both lead
the MAC in average time
of possession at 32:53 and
32:19 respectively.
Redd sets mark
Sophomore wide receiver Robert Redd continues

to give defenses fits along
with fellow sophomore
receivers Aaron Alexander
and Kurt Gerling. Redd is
the first receiver m school
history to have 100 yards
in receiving for three
straight games. He has
had 115 vs. Miami, 128 vs.
Toledo and 126 vs. Kent
respectively. In the last
three games, Redd has
caught 22 passes for 369
yards (123 average) and
five touchdowns.
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"Just one
more
thing"

Nick
Hurm
Sports
Writer

Athletes
and band
members
do not mix
Are sports athletes and band
members from different planets? When is the last time you
have heard a member of a
sports team say, "Sorry Buys I
can't go out with you tonight
because I'm hanging out with
my band friends?"
It doesn't happen I think
athletes and hand members
don't understand each other.
I'll >be the first to say I don't
understand the band. I don't
understand why they would
subject themselves to wear
those goofy uniforms. The band
goes out and plays and that's it.
Nobody wins the game, nobody
scores the winning goal or
catches the winning pass — it's
just you play your instrument
and you're done. For the love of
God, how could that be so much
fun?
I could make the band a real
sport. I could get the Toledo
marching band down to BG and
let the two bands perform their
halftime concerts at once.
When both bands get aggravated with each other they can
duke it out. A true battle of the
bands. I'll sell tickets and have
all the money go to band fund
raising. Now that would be fun.
I often wonder what band
members think of athletes. Do
they think football is something
to keep the audience entertained until halftime? Therewas a shirt once that said,
"football is what fans watch
when they are waiting for the
band." Is that possible?
My football team in high
school was pretty mean to the
band. On our way into the locker room from practice we would
walk right through the middle
of their practice performance
on purpose, just to make the
band director mad. After winning our Homecoming football
game my senior year, we went
to ring the bell
(a tradition
we have after every game we
win). The Fenwick marching
band was standing right in our
path so we ran a couple of them
over. I still remember the look
on that poor trombone boy's
face when our linebacker
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Defensive woes cause change in lineup
By DAN NIED
The BG News
The Bowling Green offense
put up 31 points on Miami S.it
urday.
The only problem was the 45
points the porous Falcon
defense gave up.
Bowling Green's defense
thwarted any bit of momentum
the offense generated.
Two plays after Andy Sahm
threw a 30-yard touchdown
pass to Robert Redd to cut the
RedHawks lead to 11, I lie
defense got burned by quarterback Mike Bath and receiver
Trevor Gaylor for a 62 yard
touchdown.
The defense's subpar performance has caused some
changes in the lineup for this
week's game at Akron
"We can't have the same
guys making the same mis
takes over and over," football
coach Gary Blackney said
"We've had some players that
have had second and third
chances to gel the job done and
they haven't done it."
Gone this week will be free
safety Karl Rose. Strong safety
Chad Ixing. the only bright spot
in the secondary this season,
will shilt to free safety and special teams standout Jerry Wagner will start at the strong spot
"We haven't had the same
intensity without D.J. Durkin."
Blackney said. "I'm hoping
Jerry Wagner can go in at
strong safety and give them a
spark."

fits as a whole."
The offense has also taken
on some of the responsibility for
at least one defensive breakdown.
With about two minutes left
in the first half against Miami,
the RedHawks led 14-3. The
Falcons got the ball at their
own 20-yard line and proceeded
to run a mere 30 seconds off of
the clock. They were forced to
punt and Miami took over in
Falcon territory with 1:30 to
play. The RedHawks got a
quick touchdown and went into
thehalfwitha21-3 lead.
"As an offense, we have to be
able to eat up two minutes off
the clock," center Doug Dorely
said. "Our defense had just
played for a long time and we
didn't help them out by going
three and out."

^^ssssssssssssssssssss?
B(, News Photo. BKN FRF.NCH
Runningback Travis Prentice was just one of many problems the Bowling Green defense faced
last Saturday. Coach Gary Blackney hopes lineup changes will spark up the defense. One of the
changes will be in the free safety spot. Chad Long will take the position over and special teams
standout Jerry Wagner will switch to strong safety.

Defensive end Durkin was
lost for the season alter he had
ankle surgery He was a team
captain and his absence has left
the defense without a leader.
"Joe O'Neill has stepped up,"
Blackney said. "But we're not
where We need to be."

Although the secondary is
taking most of the heat for the
Miami game, no one on the
defense is without blame. The
defensive line and linebackers
have not forced pressure on any
quarterback tins season The
loss ot Durkin has compounded

their struggles
' V a whole, we have to put
more pressure mi the quarterback," middle linebacker Chris
llaneline said

"The less time

the quarterback has to throw.
the less time the secondary hate cover and our defense bene-

In addition to personnel
changes, Blackney will also
take on a more active role in
the defensive preparation for
Akron. It is a role that he
should be familiar with from
his days as a defensive coordinator at Wisconsin and Ohio
State and the defensive backs
coach at UCLA and Wisconsin.
"I'm going to spend my time
with the defense this week,"
Blackney said. "Not that I'm a
savior but I'm going to go see if
one more head and set of hands
can't make a difference."

Young still wants to play

Associated Press Photo
Steve Young may faces the decision of retiring from football due
to multiple concusions he has faced in his football career. Young
is expected to meet with doctors to decide his future.

i See HURM, page right.

rated passer in NFL history,
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
should quit because ol the
AP Sports Writer
SANTA CLARA, Calif.
His potential health risks from
agent, family and friends have another concussion Repeated
all told Steve Young he's taken concussions can cause premaenough hits to the head and ture senility and other brain
should retire The San Francis- dysfunction.
co 49ers quarterback still
Young, who turned 38 Men
wants In play, unless he hears day and is in his L5tfa NFL sea
the same thing from hi- clue
son, Buffered his fourth concustors
sion in three years Sept. 27
That is a possibility and it against Arizona He was leveled
by blitzing cornerback Aeneas
could happen this week.
Young, fighting the effects of William-, and his head struck
the worst in-a series ol concus- tackle Dave Fiote's knee before
sions the last three years, was slamming into the ground.
expected t<> meet with his neuThe force of the blow left him
rologist. Dr. Gary Steinberg, unconscious lor several secand team physician Dr. James onds.
Klinl, sometime today or
Even if Young receives medThursday.
ical clearance to resume playYoung's agent. Leigh Stein- ing. Mariucci said he would
berg, who is not related to the probably rest him for an addineurologist, said Tuesday the tional period of time to make
medical meeting might result sure he's all right.
in Young being given clearance
San Francisco plays at Minto resume playing, or it could nesota on Oct. 24, and it's
signal the end of his career.
unlikely Young would return
Young still has every inten- lor that game, which will be
tion of rejoining the liters and played on an unforgiving artifihopes to gel medical clearance cial surface. The 49era then
to play again
have a bye. meaning the earliHowever, Leigh Steinberg e.-t Young would return to play,
said the upcoming meeting also provided he receives clearance,
might produce a recommenda- would be Nov. 7. when San
tion that Young, a two-time Francisco play- host to Pittsleague MVP and the highest - burgh^

Last week. Young conceded
he was bothered by headaches
and grogginess after trying to
resume practice with the team.
The latest concussion now
appears to be the most serious
one suffered by Young, who
endured two in 1996 and another in the 1997 season-opener at
Tampa Bay.
Leigh Steinberg said he,
along with Young's family and
some of his friends, have been
urging Young to retire for the
last two years, and they
renewed their calls in the aftermath of the latest concussion.
Young has said he still has a
passion for football, and
whether he leaves the sport or
not is a matter he wants left
primarily between him and his
doctors.
His agent said in all probability, it would take a persuasive recommendation from his
doctors to convince Young he
should retire.
"1 don't know what the doctor
is going to say, and I don't think
Ibis is an exact science, which is
why I think you should retire if
you lake a couple of hits like that
to the head," Steinberg said.

St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Welcomes BGSU Students

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

We invite you into the family of God
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Worship Services on Sunday
8.30 and 11:00 a.m.
Saturday Worship (Communion)
5:00 p.m.
Sunday School tor all ages
9:45 a.m.
315 S. College Dnve
419-353-9305

3 Blocks South ol Campus
e-mail: stmarkbg ©wcnel.org

"The Welcome Place"

s^rvi

St. John's
Episcopal Church
All Are Welcome!
1505E.Wooster
(across from Wendy's)
353-0881

n

St. Thomas More
University Church
Saturday: 6K)0 pm

Service Time:
Sunday 9:00 a.m.

Church of the Nazarene
9:15 & 10:30 am Sunday School & Worship
11:45 am UMin Power Hour - home cooked meal
& Bible study for college students
Web Site: www bgnazarene org
Email: pastorscolt@bgnozarene.org
1291 Conneaut Ave. BG, OH
PH. 352-2289

' Christian Center
Sunday Services:
Tuesday Services:
Mofnmg Worship 10 30 a.m
Adult BiWe Study - 7-00 p.m
Evening Services ■ 6 30 p m.
Crossrcids youth Ministry
ChHdrenS Church 10 30 i m
R<unCows |ages 3 5|
Sunday School 9 30
•> PROVIDED FOR Hi. SERVICES

123 E Court Street
373-1913
E-mail wotcc®Juno.com

Sunday: 1():(K) inn", 11:30 am, 7:(K) pm
Tuesday: K:(H) pm Oflenhaucr
Thursday: Newman Social Activity

if

Dayspring Assembly of God

Pastor Jerry Hunt

T

17360 N. Dixie BG.

'Great plant to make new friends"

Just North ol Woodland Mall

352-0672

9:80 a.m. Sunday School - All Ages
10:30 a.m. Warship Service

Sunday: Worship at 8:00am, 10:30am
School of Bible - 9:30am
Monday: Fresh Encounter Service - 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday: Family Night Services - 7:00 p.m.
• For Transportation Call Pastor Pete @ 352-0672

Alliance Church of Bowling Green

f

Pastor James E. Vandevort
li(>l Na,x>lean Rd. • 3534*623

"t
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Cavaliers 95, Nets 90
AKRON, Ohio (API — Andre Miller made four
free throws in the final 1:09 to help Cleveland
defeat the New Jersey Nets 95-90 Wednesday
night in Randy Wittman's debut as Cavaliers
coach.
Miller, the eighth overall pick in the 1999 draft,
made two free throws with 1:09 left to put Cleveland ahead 91-89 and sank two more with 53 seconds remaining to give the Cavaliers a four-point
lead in the exhibition game.

Red Wings 4, Blues 2

Detroit (API- Steve Yzerman moved into a tie
liir eighth place on the NHL career scoring list as
the Del roil led Wings beat the St. Louis Blues 42 Wednesday night.
Njliunil Mm kf, Lraftur
Yzerman's assist on Igor Larionov's tiebreaking
BUFFALO SABRES •Agreed lo kvrra wift I) Rhetl Warren i on a
goal in the second period was his 1.487th career
two year contrite!
FLORIDA PArTTIiERS— Recalled RW Ivan Novoseltstn1 iron. point, tying him with former teammate Paul CofUwlsvillcol the Mil
fey for eighth place. Mario Lemieux is seventh at
PHOENIX CXJYOTES Signed D Keith ( amv> lo .1 lout veai i in
1.494.
II.u ■ mtcnsl in
WAS!IINGTON < \l'H \l •- AvMgned D Alexei n ikoi I I I
Lanonov and Larry Murphy both had a goal
i.uni..i ihcAIII
and an assist for the Red Wings, who also got goals
from Tomas llolmstrom and Nicklas Lidstrom and
Iwo assists from Ko/lov.
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flattened him I'm sorry to
say it was one of Ihe funniest
things 1 had ever seen. All of us
had In sign an apology letter
the next week. 1 don't think we
did it just because of the tad
thai we wanted to mess around
with the hand, we just wanted
In get a reaction out of them
because we didn't know hardly
any of them. It's just the same
as a soccer team using the band
as target practice-it's all out of

fun.
Hand members are so close. I
didn't even know 80 percent of
the band al my school because
they would only hang out
together. They didn't want to
associate with anvi.nc else. I
have a friend at BG that is in
the band. She played a sport in
high school though, so I can
relate to her well. We have conversations at ihe same level.
Any other confrontations I ever
had with band members went
way over my head. Most of their

jargon was like the movie
"American Pie" when the band
girl hangs out with her group
and says, "Wouldn't it be cool if
we played our instruments
backwards?"
I am not going to call the
band members geeks. There is
nothing better than hearing the
band when you walk into Doyt
Perry Stadium or Anderson
Arena. And when the team your
rooting for wins and the band
plays on. athletics and band
never sounded better together.

Ruggers post rare loss, falling to Ohio State
By JOE FINNELL
Special In The BG News
Losses are as rare as a
Blue Moon for (he Bowling
Green rugby team, except
when the game involves the
big state school down Route
23. BG posted a 1-2-1 record
over the weekend, losing to
Ohio State 24-0 and 14-5,
tying 12-12 and beating
Ohio State-Marion 36-0.
The Ohio State Buckeyes
have become Ihe proverbial
bump in the road lor Bowling Green. With three losses
to the Bucks in as many
years, the Falcon ruggers
have to be concerned that
Ohio State has become an
insurmountable mountain
blocking their path to a possible national championship.
"I didn't think Ohio State

was particularly good," B(!
coach
Roger
Mazzarella
said. "They were certainlygood enough to capitalize on
every single mistake that we
made. We just committed too
many errors at the wrong
time."
Oddly enough, the Falcons held exclusive ownership of the ball for the first
ten minutes of the game
with the Buckeyes fighting a
desperate, but ultimately
successful, battle to keep B( 1
out of the end zone.
"If we had scored in those
first ten minutes, that would
have changed the whole
complexion of the game," B( I
captain
Mike
Swanbeek
said.
"I think we may have
wound the team upjust a lit-

tle too tightly regarding the
implications of the match,"
Mazzarella said. "We looked
good in our Thursday scrimmage but we had no rhythm
or continuity by Sunday."
The
Falcons
problems
were compounded in the second half, just when the
offense was starting to show
some signs of life. Lock John
Jackowski was inexplicably
banished to the penalty box
for thirty of the half's forty
minutes. This forced the Falcons to play a man short for
the remainder of the match.
Asked later about the nonejection "ejection," Mazzarella complained that no such
thing exists in the law book.
"The referee seemed to be
inventing new rules as he
went along to the detriment

of both teams," Mazzarella
said.
Ohio State scored three
converted tries and a penalty kick field goal to win 24-0.
After dropping the first
match, the Falcons fought
back to tie the Buckeyes 1212. Fight man Brandon
Burns
and
wing Aaron
Miller scored tries while fly
half Fete Cromiy booted two
conversions.
The crushed Ohio StateMarion 36-0 for the weekend's only victory. Rookie fly
half Chad Cunnigan booted
a penalty field goal as well
as four conversions. Centers
Andrew Riddell and Garrett
Fisher, wing .John Nettle,
and forwards Vinh Tran and
Tim
Laubensheimer
all
scored solo tries.

I want to represent you.
Please vote Nov. 2nd.
JBtZ* 6r (St///

Cindy McCarthy

BIG Sandwiches

for 2nd Ward Council
I

Valid From 5pm-9pm • Mon. - Sat.
Good Thru Nov. 1st
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Photo provided by ROGER MAZZARELLA
Scrum half Steve Rittenour looks for help against Ohio State.

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

Parents of the Year
Essay Contest

Sleep out under the stars and help raise awareness of
sub-standard housing.

Where: grassy area between Kreischcr
and Saddlcmire

Girl-on Girl Shows

W..

BOX CITY '99

1 ~
Fridays 6-9-12-2

1 ' X ^^

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

'-J

Next Wed. 10pm

hfiflr' lar ' "iT^ Bfrr'Wr™

Paid for by Ciii/cns for McCarthy, Rick Schmidt, Treasurer,
133 N Prospect. Bowling Green, Oil 43402

When: Friday, October 15th 9 p.m. lo
Saturday. October loth 10 a.m.

$150 lit prize $50 2nd prize

/step

j ^ i^V '9

How: gel your tickets in the Union Foyer from 11-3

"The most valuable lesson
I learned from my parents
or caregivers was..."
Submit a one-page
essay telling why your
parents deserve to be
Parents of the Year.

Tickets only cost $5! Bursarable!!!
All proceeds go towards
Habitat for Humanity 2001 Project

All essays into 330 Student Union

Any Questions, Contact Rachel
Fulkerson # 372-2343

Sponsored by Habitat for Humanity. USO, RSA. and many dedicated
individuals on campus

Deadline is Wed., Oct. 20th

135 S. BYRNE RO. TOLEDO 531-0170
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It is one of the most hyped
albums of the year. It is also
one of the greatest crisis of the
decade. Garth Brooks has
taken on the role of Chris
Gaines, a fictional character in
the .upcoming film The Lamb."
For die-hard Garth fans this
whole new persona is scary.
While looking at the cover art
from a cassette copy, we get to
see Garth in something that
resembles a leotard. OK, this is
the last thing I want to see
Garth Brooks in. A younger
Gaines is seen in a straight
jacket being taken care of, for
lack of a better term, by two
very attentive nurses. Another
album cover highlight features
Chris leaning on a woman, but
all we see are her breasts.
Please, Garth, put your cowboy
hat back on! The hair is nice,
and the leather suits are OK,
but it is just not the same. Also,
for a man who has some young
fans, this is not something that
they should see. Dressing up in
drag on Saturday Night Live
was one thing, this is another.
Most young children were in
bed when that show was on.
This they can look at anytime.
Now there have been concept
albums in the past, like The
Who's rock opera "Tommy," for
an example. However, I personally have never seen a concept
album with so much mass marketing behind it. The "Garth
Brooks in.the Life of Chris
Gaines" comes complete with
fake liner notes and album covers. It even comes complete
with a fake biography. According to this biography Chris
Gaines was called "The New
Prince'after the release of one
of his albums. The new Prince?
I think not.. A concept album
should stand alone on artistic
merit, it should not require so
much slick marketing and
packaging.
When I tried to find the CD
at my local Target music
department, I went to the B
section of the store, thinking
that it would be put under
Brooks, Garth. No. To make a
confusing matter even worse,
they put it in the G section
under Gaines, Chris. The side
of the case even says "Chris
Gaines Greatest Hits". How
are people supposed to buy the
CD if they don't even know
where it is going to be?
OK, maybe this will be a
major breakthrough. I mean
from what I have heard in
advance of this album, this is a
radical departure for Garth. I
think I was expecting too much.
The voice is same, and the
songs were straight pop. But
Garth has had success on the
pop charts with his country
material. What does doing an
entire album of pop music
prove? There is such a thing as
a happy medium in this case.
Shania Twain was able to
record a country album and
have singles aired on Top 40
radio.
I remember listening to this
in the car with my mother and
she commented on how it
sounded like Kenny Loggins to
her. If you are recording something that is supposed to be a
concept album, I don't think
you want to have your work
compared to Kenny Loggins.
This is the man who wrote
"Footloose," which was far from
cutting edge. The song with
bite was "Right Now," where
you go off about drugs and sex
See Brooks , page ten

Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966
NOW : David Bowie.
Kenny Wayne Shep
erd. Live and Muse

NOW: Music on the web

Garth
Brook's
identity
crisis
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Exhibits open this weekend
By LIZ PECEK
The BG News
Three art exhibits will open
during the 20th Annual New
Music and Art Festival, which
is going on from Oct. 9-16.
Through the exhibits, recent
works of both local and national artists will be displayed.
Each year, different artists and
different types of art are showcased.
Jacqui Nathan, exhibitor
programs
administrator,
encourages all who are interested in the arts to come out to
the openings of the exhibits.
"It's a great opportunity to see a
wide range of interesting
work," she said.
The first exhibit, "Recent
Landscape Drawings from
Northwest Ohio," contains
work done by Charles Kanwischer, an assistant professor in
The School of Art. It consists of
eight black-and-white graphite
drawings, all of which have
been completed within the last
six months. The drawings
depict basic scenery such as
rivers, lakes, and trees. However, the main point of these
pieces is to allow the viewer to
see these typical settings in a
different way.
Kanwischer
said
that
through his drawings, he was
"trying to find the uncommon
in the common, give it relevance... basically, try to make
the Ohio landscape something

interesting."
The drawing exhibit will
opening today, Oct. 14, at 7:30
p.m. and will run through Nov.
7. Admission to the exhibit is
free; it can be seen on weekdays
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The event
will take place in the Kennedy
Green Room of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
The second exhibit, "Contemporary Clay: Master Teachers/Master Students," includes
the work of several of the
nation's best ceramic artists.
John Balistreri, an assistant
professor of art, has gathered
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Photo Provided
Ken Ferguson's 'Bowl with Six
Legs and Leaping Hares.'

the works, all of which have
been made within the last 30
years. Some of the exhibitors
are Ken Ferguson, Rudy Autio,
Steve Heineman, Mary Louise
Carter, and Jack Earl.
The ceramic exhibit will
open on Friday, Oct. 15, at 7:30
p.m. and will be held in the
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery of
the Fine Arts Center.
Ken Ferguson, one of the
exhibitors, will give a presentation prior to the exhibit opening
at 6:30 p.m. in Room 204 of the
Fine Arts Center.
Ferguson's work has been
included in international music
and university collections, as
well as shown in galleries and
museums in New York and Los
Angeles.
"Marlene Phipps: Altars and
Shrines of Haiti," the third
exhibit, will include bright
paintings of Haitian altars,
man-made Christian shrines,
graveyards, voodoo altars, and
temples.
Phipps, who spent her
earlier years in Haiti, knows
much of the voodoo religion.
She was the 1995 Guggenheim
Fellow in painting and the 1992
Bunting Fellow in painting at
Harvard University and Radcliffe.
The painting exhibit will
open on Saturday, Oct. 16, at
7:30 p.m. at the Willard
Wankelman Gallery in the Fine
Arts Center.
Prior to the opening of the

Photo Provided
Marlene Phipps's 'Father and Son at the Altar.'
exhibit, Phipps will give a pre- leries through Nov. 7. The galsentation at 6:30 p.m. in Room leries are open from 10 a.m.- 4
204 of the Fine Arts Center.
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday
Both the clay and painting and from 1- 4 p.m. on Sundays.
exhibits will continue at the Admission to both events is
Fine Arts Center in their gal- free.

Top 10 Albums of
the 90's
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°f "owever ,.none were as
the best and most influential albums of the
past decade 'diosyncraUc or ingenious
compiled by our staff. These selec- as PJ Harvey,
tions are in no particular order, and
Harvey's work for the
will be appearing periodically until first half of the decade was
the end of year. This issue:
loud, nasty rock. Produced
PJ Harvey's lb Bring You My Love' by indie god Steve Albini
tn
By ERIK PEPPLE
e records had a violent,
raw
The BG News
streak. With titles like
"Dry" and "Rid of Me" her work
The early 90's saw an was imbued with unsettling
influx of female singer/song- imagery and lyrics of emotional
writers.
Some good (Sarah nakedness. And each album
McLachlan, Aimee Mann, Beth was brilliant.
With th
Orton) some bad (Jewel and
c release of "To
Alanis Morisette) some insuf- Brin8 You My Love," Harvey
topped herself.
Slipping into a
theatrical persona that
she described as "Joan
Crawford on acid,"
wearing outfits that
looked
they
were
obtained at a David
Bowie's Ziggy Starductera yard sale. Her new
persona was both startling and disturbingly
sexy. Harvey successfully transferred her
new look into an album
where every song is a
mini-opera tackling the
issues of sexuality, femininity, religion, motherhood, death, anger
and angst.
On the title track
it is clear Harvey has
more on her plate than
the emotional blood-lettings that signified her
early 90's work. The
song begins with Harvey saying she was
"cast out of Heaven*
Photo Provided
then femme fatale-like
Harvey getting a taste of the mic.
enticing Jesus to come
closer to her. From this

point on, Harvey
combines religion, spirituality
and sexuality in
disturbing ways.
But
it's
not
merely for shock
value; Harvey
seems to be raging against life
and striking out
on her own.
She's trying to
remove all the
burdens of her
life and set off on
a quest for personal
understanding.
Harvey's
personal journey
is not easy, however. On songs
like "Long Snake
Moan," she unifies unsettling
sexual imagery
(think of the
title) with personal empowerment.
She begins with an
image of a baptism, then violently shifts into a cry of "Lover
bring me your power," turning
the table on her lover, presumably male, and submitting him
to sexual humiliation. After the
humiliation she urges him to
listen to her and understand
her rage and anger. She closes
the song by returning to the
baptism imagery and dubbing
herself Lazarus, implying that
her newfound personality came
about by experiencing humiliation. It's a scary thought and
Harvey conveys it through
grinding guitarwork and drumbeats that echo like the smack
of a dominatrixs whip.
Lest you think Harvey is
all gloomy angst, her record
closes with a suite of four songs

that show her emerging from masterpiece tying together the
the pool of debasement and record's primary themes of spirrage. The first song, "Down by ituality and sex and the insight
the Water," imagines Harvey and turmoil each can bring.
meeting with a young girl that
"To Bring You My Love," ia
brings about memories of a an
amazing
achievement.
deceased daughter. The song's Steeped in the blues and gothk
persona finds herself wanting romance, PJ Harvey fashioned
to reject her previous sins and an album that is a milestone in
somehow find a way to embrace 1990s music.
her life anew.
The final song, a heartbreakingly
beautiful
number
called "The
Dancer," - unifies the
entire album.
Harvey
has finally killed her
demons, embraced a Public Enemy:
deep spirituality and
Fear of a Black Planet \
finds herself locked in Nirvana: Nevermind
love with a mysterious
Watch for wore albums in future
man who "brings peace
issues of NOW.
to my (her) naked, empty
heart." The song is a

Top albums
already featuted in
NOW:
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Music sites are worth surfing
By LISA BETTINGER
3

The BG News
With the Internet, there is
easy access to websites that
provide information on music.
Music lovers and fans are
always wanting to know what
is going on in the music scene,
and these are some of the sites
that really deliver.
Without a doubt, MTV
Online, at mtv.com, is the best
of the best. Of course, some
may question why the channel
does not air more music videos,
there is no questioning the coverage of music at their website.
To start with, MTV news
updates their headlines on a
regular basis. They also offer
the News Gallery, which contains current and past articles
for hundreds of performers. For
example, if you want the latest
Backstreet Boys news, this is
where you want to go.
Along with news, MTV
Online also has an Artists A to
Z gallery. Here you can find
online features, videos, performances ^nd other exclusives,
listed by artist. There are also
links to the MTV News Gallery
and CDNow.com. There is also
an extensive listing of MTV
shows and a daily broadcast
schedule. You can even request
vour favorite video on Total
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CAMPUS INVASION

REVIEWS
AUDITION
FOR NEW POP
SUPERGROUP

Request Live, or TRL as it is
now known.
VH1 Online, at vhl.com, is
also a good site, but it is not as
comprehensive as MTV. There
are daily news updates, tour
information, information about
VH1 shows, and many special
features and contests. However,
if you are looking for information on rap, techno, or on acts
like Korn or Limp Bizkit, you
may want to go someplace else.
Many music websites have
sales and radio airplay charts
but the best source for chart

information
is
Billboard
Online, at www.billboard.com.
Billboard magazine is one of
the most respected publications
in the industry. The site has
charts that cover everything
from the Top 200 albums to the
top dance and club play singles.
There is also the fleatseeker's
Showcase where new artists
are profiled. The AB Boxscore
keeps track of ticket sales and
tells which events are bringing
in the most money. There are
also news updates and the Voting Booth, where readers can

voice their views on topics
ranging from Master P's basketball career to the violence
at this year's Woodstock.
There is even a complete listing of the most recent gold,
platinum, and multi-platinum
certifications from the Record
Industry Association of America for albums, singles and
long-form videos.
Another publication that
has a website worth visiting is
Rolling
Stone.
Rollingstone.tunes.com, like
MTV, has an extensive Artists
A to Z gallery. For each artist
there is a discography, photos,
news stories, and photos of
Rolling Stone covers if that
artist has had any. Unlike
MTV, fans can create trivia
questions about their favorite
artist and they can take their
best guess at questions from
other fans. The site also has
several contests and interactive
features. Rolling Stone also has
videos and MP3 files to download. Currently visitors to the
site can fill out a form for the
magazine's annual reader's poll
and possibly win a trip to the
American Music Awards.
Along with these sites, there
are two sites out of Great
Britain that are also excellent
places to go to. Q Magazine
Online, www.qonline.co.uk, has
a database of over 18,000

Van Pelt, Lapse invade Howard's
By MIKE HAMMER
The BG News
Have you ever heard of
the Lapse, The Van Pelt,
Gern Blandstein? Two
great bands and a fantastic
record
label.
Here's a little background information.
From about 1993 to
1998, a band called The
Van Pelt was a force in
the
indie
rock/emo
scene. Featuring members of Native Nod,
Blond Redhead and
Rorscharch, The Van

Pelt release two full
length albums on Gern
Blandstein records and
then decided to call it
quits in 1998.
Guitarist/vocalist Chris
Leo and bassist Toko
Yasuda decided to stick
together after The Van
Pelt broke up and they
became the Lapse. A
beautiful, melancholy,
and obscene band, the
Lapse is an almost unbelievable combination of
great lyrics over top a
simplistic and catchy
journey of sound, not
unlike Radiohead.

The Lapse, a two piece
with a revolving drummer, is a band of considerable power for a two
piece, but they also have
a soft side.
Their 1998 release
Betrayal was 11 songs of
subtle whacks in the
head, whatever that
means. One reviewer
said, "Check out the
Lapse they fit into this
category: different."
We all know "different is
good" right? Thanks
Arby's.
Anyway, the
Lapse, much like the
Van Pelt, combines Leo's

rhythmic, talking and
fantastic guitar driven
indie rock.

The Lapse brings with
it, some of the most
intelligent songwriting
you'll ever hear, and
some lyrics that would
make Neitzchc scratch
his head. Leo speaks (or)
sings, quizzically, his
lyrics and Yasuda adds a
touch off love with her
breathy, nightingale like
voice, not too mention
some damn fine bass
playing.
In response to a live
show, of the Lapse, one

reviewer said "You'd
happily have your brain
washed for the guitar—
thrillingly arcane riffs,
fresh minted from the
Slint world,
underpinned by Toko Yasuda's
opaque bass."
Poised for the release
of a new CD, the Lapse
is playing
several dates around the
country.
They'll be
appearing at Howard's
Club H on Friday night,
at 10 p.m., courtesy of
campus radio station
WBGU 88.1 FM.

reviews. Readers can choose
from current releases and rereleases or they can look at
older reviews in the archive.
There are also random quotes
that are worth taking a look at.
New
Musical
Express
Online, www.nme.com has an
excellent bulletin board that
they call Angst. This is one of
the best places to go went if
there is something going on in
music that you don't like. They
also offer chat, e-mail, and ecards. Another great feature is
NME's AAA or Access All Areas.
This is a guide to offical artist
websites and other interesting
websites.
Both of these sites also offer
news updates and features on
artists ihat don't really get a
great deal of exposure in America. These sites are also great
places to discover new music
that already has captured
attention on the global scene.
The only drawback is that
some .irnes these sites use
British words and slang, especially in quotes, that the average American may not be familiar with.

Trans Continental""
Records to
hold auditions
The producers from Trans
Continental Records are looking for top performers. Continental Records, brought the
Backstreet Boys, N"Sync, LFO,
C Note, Take 5 and Innosense,
among others, is forming a
multi-cultural band specifically for a television show in association with MTV Productions
and ABC.
Twenty five performers will
be called for a last call back.
Eight performers will get the
chance to move to Orlando to
work with their staff. Finally,
only five performers will make
the cut. For more information,
download the application form
at-www. mtv. com/sendme. tin?p
age=/mtv/tubescan/heads_up/

WBGU
88.1
top ten
metal
1. Misfits
2. Boy seta fire/snapcase split
3. Never give in comp.ltribute to the bad brains)
4. Type o' negative
5. Cannibal corpse
6. Codeseven
7. Zao
8.Vod
9. Agnostic front
lQBuckethead

BROOKSContinued from page nine.
change direction musically, you
run the risk of angering your
fans and falling on your face.
Sales of the album the first
week were good enough to get it
into the number two position on
the charts. He is also facing
some criticism from people like
me. But at least he has been
taking off his cowboy hat when
he performs this material. Who
knows what die-hard country
fans would be saying if he was
performing these songs in his
cowboy hat.
It seems like Garth has
reached the point that he can
do anything. The man must be
untouchable. As I said before,
the man dressed up in drag on
Saturday Night Live and it was
downright hilarious. Being on
that show certainly did not kill
his career. He also took a lot of
heat for appearing in his video
for "The Thunder Rolls" as an
cheating and abusive husband.
The man will take risks and he
does not care what anyone else
thinks. Of course, he already
has sold millions of records and
I'm sure that he is financially
set for life.
So Garth, if you are reading
this, please don't take offense.
However this Chris Gaines
thing is really spooking me out.
It is also very confusing to some
of your fans. Please promise me
that the next album will have
you in your cowboy hat, with no
funky wig or facial hair. And
please, don't ever wear a leotard in public again. That was
scary.

2 WEEKS TO SIGN

CABLECOMM
YOUR LOCAL CABLE TV CONNECTION

BASIC SERVICE
Scholastic
Year
[BROWN] package

$ 170

00

Scholastic
Semester
(ORANGE] package

00

$120

AT TIAA-CREF,
LOW EXPENSES ARE
A HIGH PRIORITY.
All financial companies charge
operating fees and expenses —
some more than others. Of course, the

Of course, expenses are only one factor

Thai way, more of your money goes

to consider when you make an invest-

where it should - toward building a

ment decision. Morningstar also noted

comfortable future.

our commitment to "consumer education,

the world, we have among the lowest

Scholastic
Year
(FREDDIE] package

$6000 each

Scholastic
Semester
(FRIEDA) package

expenses in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.
In fact, TIAA-CRKF's 0.35% average

i

mance." Because that can make a difference in the long run, too.
At TIAA-CRKF, we believe people
would like to spend more in retirement,
not on their retirement company. Today,

expense charges of comparable funds.3

over two million people count on that

It's one reason why Morningstar says,

approach to help them build financial

"TIAA-CRKI'- sets the standard in the

security. So can you.

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future

Come to our office move-in weekend for prompt installation
* Sign up by the year or semester and save

service" and "solid investment perfor-

lund expenses are a fraction of the

$35 00 each

352-8424 OR 1-800-848-2423
118 N. Main St.

A focus on your future

lower the expenses you pay, the better.

As the largest retirement system in

PREMIUM CHANNEL PACKAGES

financial services industry."

for those who shape it.'

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-crcf.org
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David Bowie:
\Hours...
1999-Virgin

The BG News

Songs like "In 2 Deep" are
tempo "What's Really Happening?" and then come to a high straight-out rock songs, while
point with the incredibly "The others, like "Never Mind," and
Pretty Things Are Going To "Was" are combinations of both
Hell." It stands out mainly blues and rock.
• However, one standout song
because it's the only true "rock"
song on the album, and it's also on the CD is all out blues, even
one of Bowie's best songs.. <-\ er it's name is Shotgun Blues is
If there are any faults to this blues to the core. From it's simalbum it would be that there ple guitar chords, to it's typical
are too many ballads and not "My baby left me, I got my gun
enough fast-paced songs like in one hand and a beer in the
"The Pretty Things Are Going other" lyrics this song is the
To Hell." Normally, that type of blues
By far though, the best track
variety wouldn't be a problem
but that song is just so good, it on the album is a cover of the
makes you yearn for more like Fleetwood Mac song, "Oh Well."
it. Even without them though, This song has been covered by
just about every blues artist in
this is one of Bowie's best.
the country and this is by far
the best version, surpassing the
James Eldred
original.
Kenny Wayne Shepherd
proves once again that the
blues consists more than just
three chord changes, and a
depressed guy that just got
dumped. For anyone who
thinks that, buy this album and
prepare to be proven wrong.

David Bowie has released
over twenty albums of music in
the past three decades and has
gone under more makeovers
than Madonna. It seems that
each change in appearance
comes with a change in his
musical style. There was the
bizarre Ziggy Stardust with his
equally bizarre songs.
In the 80s he ditched most of
James Eldred
the makeup, dressed up in high
fashion suits, and turned to pop
music, this sent him to the
heights of popularity, but his
music suffered for more than a
decade afterwards.
He finally began to recover
from his creative lull in the
mid-90s, with the release of two
albums, Outside and Earthling.
With these albums came a complete change in his image, and
a tour with Nine Inch Nails, 1999 - Gianl
which gave him a new audiEvery once in a while it's
ence.
nice to hear ROCK music. And I
Now Bowie follows up don't mean this Eve 6, Matchthat album with an album that
box 20, Third Eye Blind alterwill probably scare most of na-pop stuff. And I'm not talkthem off. Bowie has abandoned
ing about the "let's cough up
his industrial sound almost
phlegm into a mic and record u
completely, and has gone back
music thai Korn, I.imp Bizkit,
to a more pop oriented sound.
and other "new metal" bands 1999 • Raidoaclive
However, unlike the albums of do.
the 80s Hours... still retains the
They have returned.
I'm talking about rock music.
emotion of his earlier work and with gTeat meaningless lyrics
Edward Kowalczyk and comcreates a great middle ground and insanely long guitar solos, pany, more popularly known as
between the two.
and this is the Kenny Wayne Live, have released their fourth
The album begins with the Shepherd Hand, with sonic album. The Distance to Here.
ballad "Thursday's Child." That blues thrown in for good mea- And all their fans are asking
and the song immediately fol- sure.
the same question.
lowing it, "Something In The
What does it sound like?
The Kenny Wayne Shepherd
Air" are some of the best songs Band had a minor hit off his
Is it like Throwing Copper,
David Bowie has recorded in 1997 album Trouble Is... with which everyone liked? Or is it
over 20 years. "Thursday's "Slow Ride" (no relation to the closer to Secret Samadhi, which
Child" is much in the vein of Foghat song of the same name) some people loved and the rest
some of his early ballads, like and has established himself on were indifferent?
"Sorrow" while "Something In the blues scene with his list
Patience, members of the
The Air" is completely different album Ledbetter Heights in faith. The answer is neither. Or
than anything he has recorded. 1995.
both. For better or worse, Live
In it, Bowie takes an incredible
Unfortunately good blues has produced another album
amount of distortion and acts like him seem to fall that resembles their particular
bizarre samples and puts them trough the cracks in popular brand of music while still being
in a love ballad. Like all great music no matter how good the different from previous endeavBowie, it's very weird.
album is, and that's a shame ors.
The last of the very slow bal- because their newest release,
Sure, songs like "Sun" and
lads is the worst. "Seven" which Live On, has some great rock "Run to the Water" smack of
consists almost solely on and blues on it.
Throwing Copper (or Mental
acoustic guitar, does not sound
On his previous albums The Jewelry) and "The Distance"
like a Bowie song, and its so Kenny Wayne Shepherd Band could have been on Secret
slow that it almost put me to has
seamlessly melded the Samadhi. However, The Dissleep.
blues and rock and this tradi- tance to Here has a sound all to
Luckily things pick up after tion continues on this album
itself.
that with the increasingly upAnd that sound is carried by

Kenny Wayne
Shepherd
Band: Live On

Live:
The Distance
To Here

Thursday, October 14, 1999

Kowalc/.vk's trademark confusing, poetic and somehow symbolic lyrics. The opening words
to "Voodoo Lady" have already
become a mantra to me, with
their mellow calmness over a
tense background. The drifting
lyrics to "Face and Ghost" are
enchanting, and "Where Fishes
Go" is bold by starting with the
words "yeah I found God / and
he was nothing like me."
Live's sound is a masterpiece
even without the lyrics. All the
instruments (including Kowalczyk's voice) are individually
distinctive, yet blend into a perfect amalgation of melody and
rhythym. "The Distance" and
"Face and Ghost" are two of the
best songs Live has ever created.
No Live album would be
complete with at least one
grandiose ballad. The Distance
to Here is no exception. Except
this time the boys have decided
to experiment a little. With
some slide guitar, "Dance With
You" is not your typical Live
fare, but the band knows how
to craft a beautiful song
The one aspect of this album
that irks me is the lack of
stand-out, knock-down songs.
All the tracks are good, but
each track on past Live albums
had a distinct personality, each
one is memorable in its own
right Not all the songs have
that quality on this album,
though. The Distance to Here
contains a few tracks that seem
like very high-quality filler offsetting the usual standout
tracks.
The end result is that The
Distance to Here isn't Live's
best album, but it is a damn
fine piece of work

go. The British papers have
been lauding this band as the
next genius band from the
Queens land, and they might
be on to something.
Utilizing the typical guitar,
l>;iss and drum with sampling,
piano, hammond other instruments to create a very tight
sound. The quality of their
music may also come from the
fact that they've been playing
together since* they were 13,
covering pop and rock standards of the early '90s.
Showbiz will draw obvious
refernces
to
Radiohead's
stylings, but they're just the
flip side of the same coin. While
reminiscent, Muse breaks into
its own alternative-based style
that distances itself.
It starts off with "Sunburn,"
opening with piano ami going
full into rock regalia. Showbiz
continues onto the catchy guitar work of "Muscle Museum"
and the punk / progressive combination of "Fillip." It quiets
down to the beautiful lyrics and
singing on "Falling Down"
befori turning it up to the rollicking anthem that is "Cave."
"Showbiz" has a mix of low-end
sound growing into hard rock
Muse goes back to balladry,
incorporating a hammond and
melotron with floating background vocals in "Unintended."
"Uno" runs the gamut from
metallic noise to alternating
loud and quiet dynamics Seattle influences haunt "Sober"
and the lamentation and guitar
work on "Escape" The rockstylo "Overdue" is a quick jab to
the ear before the album finishes with an impressive fusing of
falsetto singing and guitar
chords in "Hate This & I'll Love
You."
Muse has taken all the great
alternative, rock and pop conventions, and combined them
into a stunning album. Simply
put, Showbiz is best new album
you haven't heard
J. Michael Bestul

Moore Musical Arts Center.
TODAY
Composition Seminar with
Christopher Rouse
3:30p.m, @ BRH
Opening Reception:
BGSU Faculty Artist
7:30p.m Location TBA
Opening Reception:
Charles
Kanwischer,
Recent Landscape Drawings from Northwest Ohio.
7:30p.m 6 Kennedy Green
Room

Attention
creative people
Prairie
Margins
HI.SII's
Undergraduate
Literary Magazine, is now
accepting
applications.
Poetry, fiction or artwork
may be turned in at the
Mail Room in East Hall in
the Prairie Margins mailbox Entries are due in

December Any questions,
contact Prairie Margins
advisor John Wylam at
wylam&bgnct bg8U.edu

Irtternationcd
^fUm series
Shichinin no samurai I
The Seven Samura A poor
village in 16th-century Japan
turns to an experienced, but
destitute samurai to defend
the people under attack.
Directed by Akria Kurisowa.
Playing today @ 8:15pm in
the Lilian Gish Theater. Free
and open to the public.

J. Michael Bestul
Join your friends at the Art Museum on Friday
niqtits for a qood time, fun time, niqht (ime
experience. Open every Friday nkjhl from 6 W<\M
with live music, cash bar. free (ours, theatre and
much more! Admission and parking are FREE'

The Toledo Museum Of Art
Open every Friday, 6 r u -101

October IV
* Acoustic 'ock with On the Beach (6 30-9 301

M

* fREE l«ture An My eye (8 00)
* fEE theatre TheStoryls (7 &8>

419 255 8000
■•M.pc,i**o.fl}'i'u>TW'*»«*

i • ■
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The Flower Basket

Muse:
Showbiz
1999 - Maverick
One of my greatest CD experiences in my short life was
hearing the opening piano on
Moby's Everything is Wrong
album. It froze me in my place
and kept me that way all]
through the album.
Deja vu.
The debut CD from the!
British trio Muse got my attention right away, and never let it

.
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ANSWERS

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
why say it twice
when once will suffice?

Answers are what NFO Research delivers An NFO Worldwide
>any providing marketing info'mation lo the world's
|0' corporations—we're the leace' m mar > et research
lor ire consumer packaged goods ana services
industries Join our dynarric tearr

Interviewers Market Research
Part Time/Flexible Schedule

CHECK OUT OUR FEW
REMAINING LOCATIONS
*************
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay ulil. $450/Mth for 1
Person. $500/Mfh for 2 People.
*************
516 S. MAIN-2 BR duplex.
$395-1 Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications musl be
met.
*************
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT
NO PETS ALLOWED"

*************

You will conduct market research with NFO
panel members who "ave agreed in advance to
answe' quesiionsfrom NFO There if no selling
involved Starting wage >s $6 05 oer hour, with
earning potential of $6 80 or hour Minimum
typing skills, customer service experience and
peasant telephone voice required Our
EWV
operating hours are 4 30pm to 11.30pm.
Monday - Friday, and 10am to 6pm. Saturdays and Sundays. We require a schedule
of at least 3 work days - tell us the days you prefer - with one day being a Satu'day
or Sunday. Weekend pay differentials are provided
We offer paid training, a pay-tor pe'rbrmance bonus, a pay increase after 90 days.
and excellent benefits that include 401(k), profit sharing and business casual d'ess
We a (so have an employee Fitness Center. Hirt in today and you can work out/
To apply, fill out and mail/fax the co"venient mim-application (or send your resume)
to NFO Research, Inc., attn: Human Resources. Code 1330-01 BG, P.O. 8ox 315,
Toledo, OH 43697. Fax: 419-725-8612. You can also email your resume to:
jobsOnfor.com. No phone calls, please EOE

Cod* 1330 01 BG

www.nior.com

Ml) RtstUKb. tnc

Name: _____
Stre»' Aod*«s
C ity/State/Z'p _

*************
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE

354-2260
319 E Wooster, BG.
Across street trom Taco Bell

s

daM

Phone. __
Fo' interviewer positions
Preference of 3 days you can work (must include either a Saturday or Sunday)
□ Sun

□ Mon

Check if you have I

D Tues

D Wed

D Thuri

I Customer Serve* Expenence I

D Fr.

□ Set

I Telephone Contact Experience

1
I
I
I
I
•
I
I
I
I
I

C '999 NAS
iM»a» aava coovngrt roMt)
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Campus Events

Services Offered

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

rewTums

Worried about pregnancy97
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

<J>M -<I>M -ipM •<t>M -<t>M
Congratulations Alicia on your recent
pearling to Tom Shields!
<DM,<t>Ivf'l>M'<t>M,<I>M

Wanted ASAP Subleaser
Clean, quiet efficiency apt.
J280/month, UTILITIES INCLUDED
Call 353-3164.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For info call 203-977-1720.

"1111 Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals.
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

UNIV 100:
Peer Facilitator Selection
APPLY TO BE A
PEER FACILITATOR
Pick up an application in the
FYE office.
406 Moseley Hall
Starting Monday, Oct. 18. 1999
And learn more about UNIV 100 and
Peer Facilitators at one of our
Information sessions:
Monday. Oct. 18 6-7pmState Room of the Union.
Wed. Oct. 20 1 -2pm in
the Faculty Lounge in the Union.
Ann. Golden Key Members
Meeting Tuesday Oct. 19
102 BA 9pm

Personals

BGSU Bloodmoblle
October 18, 19, 20 at Olscamp Hall.
Conference Rm. 101. 11am-5pm.
October 21 at Campus Bookstore Forum
11am-5pm.
Bo« City '99
Oct. 15-16 -9:00 p.m.
Tickets on sale all week
$5 -BURSARABLE
Union Foyer 11-3
Life It Beautiful
8 p.m. & 11 pm.
Thursday & Fnday
111 Olscamp
$2 wrrft University ID

• 1 Spring Break 2000 Specials'
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, a Florida!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed.
1 -800-234-7007.
www.endlessummenours.com.
— SKI 2000 ft Millennium Fiesta "*
Crested Butte Jan 3-8 starting at $329
(5nts) New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec. 28 (5nts) and Jan 2. |6nls)
Book Now! 1-800-TOUR-USA
www studentexpress com
—ACT NOWI GET THE BEST SPRING.
BREAK PRICESI SOUTH PADRE. CANCUN, JAMAICA. BAHAMAS. ACAPULCO. FLORIDA s MARDIGRAS. REPS
NEEDED TRAVEL FREE, EARN $$$
GBflyPJISCQUNTS FQB_6* 800 8388302AVWW LEISURETOURS.COM
"SPRING BREAK 2000"
Free trips. Free Drinks, Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations. Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www.sunsplasrUourscom
Alpna Phi
Congratulations to the Alpha Phi Dance
Marathon Steering Commitee
members Enka Daggett. Public
Relations Chair, and Christie Chipps.
Entertainment Chair Good luck to
both of you.
Alpha Phi
BG Flea Market Retro, funky stuff. Wood
County Fairgrounds Oct. 16 4 17th. 8am4pm Fresh coffee & lunch available.
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak *2000".
ALL destinations offered Tnp participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & pnees Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

Poster Sale
Music. Rock, and other posters
October 12th-15th
Student Services Forum
Above the Bookstore
Questions, contact 372-2343
Study Abroad Returnees:
Market your International Experience
Learn how to incorporate your overseas
expenence into your resume! Learn tips
on how to talk with luture employers
about what you gained from studying
abroad. Come to a re-entry session on
Monday. October 18 in the conference
Room of the Career Services Office (360
Saddlemire Student Services Building)
Call 372-0309 with questions.

XQ•XQ•xn
Congratulations to our
sistei of the week
Cassie Martin!

PI Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi
Congratulations to Kristen Roman on hsr
lavalienng from John McOonough!!!
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi
To our newest members:
Good Luck and have a
great time at your retreat!1!
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi
Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazattan, or
Jamaica from S399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com
SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANOPIPERBEACON.COM
Student Teaching Spring 2000?
Get your required PPD (TB sktn test)
at the Student Health Service
Cost. $8.00 (bursarable)
Last names starling with S-Z
Tues , Oct 19. 5:00-6:30pm
Support group tor women with
anorexia and bulimia concerns
Commitment to confidentiality
Tuesday 7 p.m.-8:30 p.m. at the
Women's Center in Hannah Hall
For more into call Student Hlth Services
Judy Miller 372-7425. Erica 353-0806

XQ • XP. • Afl
-
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Congratulations Kasey on your recent
lavalienng to Rick Thormeier

<t>M-<l)M-t'M-<l>M-<I>M

UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
By popular demand the Application
deadline has been extended to
Friday, October 15 0 5pm
(at the front desk of the Alumni Center)
Pick one up at the Alumni Center, 405
Student sen/ices or download it from
our Websitel

Phi Mu"Sister of the Week'Phi Mu
We love our sisters of the week. Aileen
and Chrtstie
Phi Mu'Phi Mu*Phi Mu

Unlimited tanning until X-mas.
Only $45. this sale lasts through
October 15th, Campus Tanning
352-7889

<J>Nrq">M-*M-*M-'l'M
Congratulations Elaine on your recent
lavalienng to Owen B. Dunn, Jr.I

'l'M-<i»\r<i>M-<I>M-*M

HOMECOMING 1999 Float Winners:
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
1. Dunbar
2. UAO, USG. KA, Z<t>£
Travel
3 Olfenhauer
Thanks to all those who helped make
the parade a success!!
Student to organize Florida Spring
Break Trip. Travel free and commissions. OPEN RECRUITMENT:
Please respond to the following e-mail ad- Come meet the sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta
this Wednesday and Thursday Irom 8dress: Terryftedexperience.com or alter10pm.
natively, lax resume to 904-255-3351 or
PARENTS OF THE YEAR
CALL 1-877-323-7474.
ESSAY CONTEST
•The most valuable lesson I learned from
my
parents
or caregivers was..."
Services Offered
'Submit a one-page essay telling why"
'your parents deserve to be'
SKYDIVE NOW don't wail or it will be
"Parents ot the Year"
All essays into 330 Student Union
too late End of season special. $110 00
Any Questions contact Rachel Fulkerson
per student Skydive BG. 352-5200 ON© 372-2343
LY 10 MINUTES FROM BGSU. MasterDeadline is Wed., Oct 20th.
card/VISA accepted

WANT TO TRAVEL AND GET
BGSU CREDIT?
Attend one of 140 colleges in the US for
fall or one year while paying BGSU tuition! No out-of-state fees! Credits transfer!
Make new friends! Take special classes!
Explore! Hawaii' New Yortt!
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
INFO SESSION:
Tuesday. October 19th at 8pm
3rd floor of the Student Union in
the Taft Room.
For more details call the NSE program at
2-2501
QQA*LH Shanna'UOA
Tonight's the night! My excitement
can't be concleared, I'll be
holding a yellow rose and my
identity will be revealed.
Gel ready)
See* LS 112!
Q<I>A'L)I Shanna'U'I'A

Now hiring telephone interviewers for day
and night hours. No selling involved.
$6/hr. Flexible to class schedules. Apply
O 13330 Bishop Rd. or call 352-6115

Help Wanted

Out-going, energetic person needed In
our customer service dept. at the St.
James. Club. Full and part-time positions available. This position would require you to be Included In all areas of
the fitness club. Apply in person at:
The St. James Club
7337 w. Bancroft
Toledo, OH
841-5597

SS MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Veralty.com an Internet note taking company is looking lor an entrepreneurial student to run our business on your campus.
Manage students, make tons ol money,
excellent opportunity! Apply online
at www.versity com, contact jobsOversity.com or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888.

Pah time/full time positions packing
Canadian Bacon. Country Smoked
Meats, S6 50/hr apply O 510 Napolean
Rd, BG.

$1,000-1 WEEKLY) Stuff envelopes at
home (or $2 each plus bonues. F/T. P/T.
Make $800+ weekly guaranteed! Free
supplies. For details, send one stamp to';
N-181.PMBS52, 1021 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Stable help wanted in exchange for
horseback riding time. 5 hrs. per week, 10
miles from BG. Flexible with schedule
Reliable transp a must Must be dependable!! Call 669-3170, leave message

Activists:
Call All Environmentalists)
Beat the system and fight back)
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours!
$350/week. 2-10 M-F
Call 866-4463 Full & Part-Time

Substitute Teaching
Attention Grad Students
Bachelor degree only. $75/day. Call
Fremont City Schools (419) 332-6454.

Automotive Distribution
Excellent part time opportunity located in
the Ampoint area near Owens Tech.
Starting pay is $10.00p/hour. No experience necessary. Must have a consistent
6-month work history and reliable transportation. Renhill will be accepting applications at Kaufman's at the Lodge near
the Quality Inn in Bowling Green on
Wooster St. on Tuesday. October 19th
between 10 00am and 3:00pm. Bring 2
ids and be prepared with past |ob information.
1-800-776-8722

VAN DRIVER - part-time. Provide transportation to and from social services
agency. Must be between the ages of 2165, possess a valid Ohio drivers license
and an excellent driving record. Salary
$7.69 per hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource Center, P.O. Box 738.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Child Care provider needed M. W, F..
3:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m. Musi have own car.
Call 354-2328 after 6:30 p.m.

For Sale

Trotters Tavern
Looking for day and night cooks & waitresses. Tip- are great & hours are flexible. Applications are available on Fridays
12-5pm. 119 N. Main St.. BG

Dancers wanted, all new aduH cabaret
511 Monroe St. Toledo. OH. 419-2553864 •
Days Inn
Hiring lor Front Desk Positions.
Apply within. 1550 E Wooster 352-5211.
Desk Clerk needed lor local motel. 3rd
shift, must work weekends. Apply at
Buckeye Inn or phone 352-1520.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, lull-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum ol 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overlime Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled |Obs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks Irom campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks
HETP'WAMTED

Anatomy 4 Physiology Instructor Day or
evenings Immediate positions Teaching
experience a plus. (419) 874-4496.

"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona. South Beach. Honda
$129! spnngbreakiravel.com 1-800-6786386.
1986 Nissan Sentra
4 cyt. 119K miles., 5-speed, 1 owner,
well maintained. $1400 OBO. 352-1062
2 round trip air tickets for 11-20 BGSU
Central Florida football game. 354-2870.
BG Flea Market Metro, funky stuff Wood
County Fairgrounds. Oct. 16 & 17th, 8am4pm Fresh coffee & lunch available.
Compaq laptop with scanner & zip drive
$900
Call 353-7035
COMPUTER FOR SALE
Good first computer for students
Macintosh Centrus 610 compuler
with manuals.
250 meg Hard Drive. Ram 28meg.
with mouse and extended keyboard.
External 1 gig hard drive, 80 meg HD
Nee CD Rom Drive
14 inch Apple Plus Color Monitor
US Robotics 56K Modem
All cables including SCSI terminator
Microsoft Windows for Mac; Quicken
and other assorted software.
$600 or best offer.
Call 419-353-9265. Lv message

POSTER SALE
The Poster Sale is returning to campus
Tues. Oct. 12th - Fri.. Oct. 15th
Between 10am and 5pm
2nd Floor of Student Services
II you missed the last one,
now's your chance!
Hope to see you there!
Sponsored by UAO
For Sale
Washer & Dryer. $100 OBO

Call 353-6469
For sale: Bach Stradivarious Bb Tenor
Trombone. Used for concert band only.
Excellent condition. Appraised al and asking for 1500.00. Call 353-9265. ask for
Shannon.
Homes from $199.30 mo. repos, 4%
down. OK. credit. For Listings 4 payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 extH584.
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558
Household sale. Great for people setting
up apts. Lots of pans, dishes, tumblers.
blankets, linens, kitchen table & chairs,
misc. chairs. Sofa-hideabed. end tables. 4
dressers. 4 twin beds, wood desk, floor &
table lamps, many other useful items. Fn
Oct. 15. 9:30-5:30, Sat Oct. 6. 8:30-530.
628 Kenwood Ave. Sale in house & garage.
Hunter Green leather lay-z-boy, end tables with matching lamps, great condition.
$325 823-7017
Microfridge. one year old-like new. Make
offer Call 353-0139 ask for David.
Powermac 6400/200, 17 in. monitor.
quickcam, trackball, ethernet. $800 obo.
Email rellinbObgnet.bgsu.edu.
Professional, wooden, le Blanc clarinet
for sale. Please call 353-7181
Small pickup shell w/locking glass cap &
sliding side windows. Was on a '91 Nissan pickup, shortbed. $200. 353-3060.

For Rent
"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E. Merry. #3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts available.
1,2.3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome)
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now. 352-7454.
Subleaser needed. One bedroom apartment $415 a month plus electric. Call
354-2072
Unique 2 bdrm apt Cathedral ceiling, in
old Victorian house. $425/mo ♦ util.
353-7495 - 427 N. Main St.

flffirjrjffrjfflffiffi^^^

Who won?
DID YOU KNOW?

The Falcons or the bad guys? Rnd out. In the Sports section. Monday through Friday, In
The BG News.

1
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I've long argued

TWO ITEM PIZZA"

-that the

best eatery

m Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold ■

Miiie.-, 1969 Living in the Envirorment

Free Delivery*

352-5166 J

■ 12/31/99

Vyjeeknight

203 N. Main, B G

I
^^

Sponsored by the Center tor Environmenlal Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program

between Toledo
and Columbus

93-'94''95-'96''97''98''99

Coupon
Expires

and other buildings escapes through
closed windows — an energy loss
equal to all the oil flowing through the
Alaska pipeline every year.1

The Toledo Blade Restaurant Critic.
May 14,1999:

MEDIUM
voted Best Pizza

I

About 33% of the heat in U.S. homes

b's
~~^™^*~

Serving You

j^-^146 N.Main^5^
Bowling Green
^m
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Specials

•MONDAY'

BBQ SpareRibs

•WEDNESDAY*

Prime Rib

•TUESDAY*
T^cniuan*.

Vchu-aiVf.

r ,

7 'enu>an'».

/'ehiran'*.

'^chu'anV

' tSclWan'*.

CnuHUfe

A History of
Growth and Success!!

A\ p leader in frozen
lood SUICN.

I

fFOR THE PRICE OF A ^J
■
MOVIE CHOOSE LIVE
PROFESSIONAL STANDUP
COMEDY!

Baked Chicken

Certified Angus Beet
•THURSDAY*

Sirloin Steak

A tremendous demand for OUI products and services has created a
need 10 add lo our route systems staff

chwaris.
Manufactures and sells
iner 300 frozen rood
products through .1 home
deliver) system. Listed by
Forties as one ol the largest
100 privately held
corporations, is seeking
highly motivated
indiv iduals w Mu thrive on
challenges and arc
committed t<» hard work to
loin us iii our 4Mb year of
growth and success!
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The choice is yours:

4 or 5 Day Work Week
As u Rome Sales Manager, you will e;irn between

$25,000 to $50,000
with .1 Bu&ranced starting salary ot

$480 to $700 per week.
ar
:nU$an'*^\
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In addition to a challenging career, WC Offer a complete benefit
package including:
Group Health. Life. Denial and Disability
■>.$ Profit Sharing
"He? Paid Vacations
sif Paid Training

Tfl Quality Products

d Award Programs

<J 401 K Plan

Make this the turning point of your life!
For an informational interview, call l-800-526-68'<8 or fax a resume to:
fax #(419) 874-0467 or visit our website at wu w.scliwans.coni/carccrs
Please refer to ad #34 Bowling Green. Must be at least 21. Good driving record. E.O.E.

FEATURING COMICS ■
I FROM HBO, SHOWTIME,!
I "DAVID LETTERMAN" |
I
AND
I "THE TONIGHT SHOW"!,

I

This Week:

Restaurant OWtunrte

CyAvA Opening in Avvo^ZAA ^Bwkl

|

[ALLYNBALL ■
SHOWTIMES
■
I WED&THURS8PM I
I FRI & SAT 8PM & 10:301
2FOR1
ADMISSION W/AD J
EXPIRES: 10/15
■ 5319 Heatherdowns at .
Reynolds Rd.
■
Resv. 867-9041
I
$2 admission every
- e£Y Wed.
w/college ID.
I
Must be 18 to enter
iConnxrionscomedyclub.co
:om|

A great neighborhoodbakergcafe concept that cam?about Ihoir assonales...thal'swhat Panora
Bread is all about 1 Wo art the fastest-growing bakerg-cafes in America and currently haw
opportunities for Managers. Bakers, and al Service and Kitthen positions at out new bakory-cafo In
Arrowhead ParU

Bul enough about us... we want to know about you!
Are you looking for:
• Atunwotalmosphoro?

• A iMfc schedule?

• AnexcolertsUrtingwago/ealary?

•Anrfpcrtrtujioloamanewekl?

■Grawthpot»rU?

•BmrrTts/40IWPIw?

If gout answer is YEfi...(hen please apply m person:
Thursday, 10/14. Monday. 10/ISlhrouohFrkby. 10/22. between I0a.m.-7p.m.
Panera Bread at 1701 Holland Rd., lit toe MmerofHotandtHlckotgPolntel Suite B
Maumee, OH 43537. Arrowhead Park or cat 1419)349-6371
tqual OppoArMy En-Oof*

